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Doraemon (Import) FAQ/Walkthrough
by Teary_Eyes

Doraemon Nobita to 3 Tsu no Seirei Ishi, a Walk Through and Translation by 
"Teary Eyes" Anderson for the N64 game. 

Dedicated to Doris Nash and her love of small fluffy felines. 

Disclaimer: 
This game and it's characters are copyrighted by 
Fujiko (Fujio) Pro~Shogakukan~TV Asahi~ Epoch Company Limited and the strategy 
guide was a Wonderlife Special, my walkthru guide is only meant to help the 
people that own this game and wish to understand it better. Nintendo 64 and 
other trademarks are held by their owners, and this guide is not sponsored or 
endorsed by any of them. The strategy guide and instruction booklet were used 
only as reference points and where indicated, a translation of it's reference 
is provided. 

A rough translation of the games title, would sound a bit like a Indiana Jones 
movie title, "Doraemon, Nobita and the 3 FairySpirit Stones". 

There are voice clips of the various characters each with it's own recordings. 
Most notably these appear at the Title Screen and when the individual 
characters start a level or fall to they're doom. 

A strategy guide, 
"Doraemon Nobita to 3 Tsu no Seirei Ishi 
Epoch Official Guide Book" 
was also available for this game, and an advertisement for it appears on page 
36 of the instructions. That guide besides having the usual maps and walkthru 
also has a 48 page comic book section at it's back, that tells the story of the 
game from beginning to end with each level as part of the story. 

On the next to last page of the instructions there are advertisements for two 
Doraemon movies. 

Doraemon Nobita Niji Maki Toshi Boken Ki 

"Doraemon, Nobita's Clockwork City Adventure Chronicle" 

Za Doraemonzu Kaito Dorapan Nazo no Chosenjo 

"The Doraemons: The Suspicious Robber Dorapan, Riddle of the Challenging War" 



<There are two creatures on the title screen that do not appear anywhere else 
in the game, a seagull, and a whale, sadly these can be seen now where else in 
the game but the programers wished to design them so I wished to mention them. 
The following message blinks on and off at the title screen.> 

Start Button Push! 

***File Select Screen*** 

File Select 

New 

Game's file is here selected and held 

'L' Erase 

Options 
'Z' 

Copy 'R' 

'L' 
Erase file that is selected 

Erase this that alright? 

OK 

'R' 
Copy file that is selected 

From here 

Copy this that alright? 

Copy file that is selected 

To here 

OK 

New 

This Game is alright? 

OK 



***Options Menu*** 

Normal   Game Level   Easy  <this option is only selectable when starting a new 
game>

Stereo   Sound   Monaural 

Normal   Message Speed   Fast 

Clear   Screen Mode   Bright 

Return <only appears when game is paused and Options is selected> 

***Games Pause Menu*** 
Pause

Character~Change 

Anywhere door <returns you to Main Area 1, near the try.> 

Secret tools that can be used 

Options 

***Secret Tools album*** 

Secret tools 

1. Air pressured Cannon  <Level 1> 

With a "bang" it is said air is thrown all at once, shooting can be done. 

2. Fake Hand grenade  <Level 4> 

When thrown, there's a tremendous, blinding flash, to defeat them by 
frightening. 

3. Shock Wave Pistol  <Level 2> 

Without beads of sweet, an air lump is flown out, there is a shock that is 
released. 

4. Champion Gloves  <Level 1> 

These Gloves are a set, how powerful they are when opened, these can bring 
victory. 



5. Gene Mic (Genetic Microphone)  <Level 3> 

This mic pushes out, a effectively mono demo (monaural sound demonstration), a 
noisy demo, genetic inflicts a end. 

6. Time-out watch  <Level 1> 

"For a short time there is a Timeout" that is when you have it, this is 
released when switch is pushed, it is freeing when this stops it's benefits 
suit you. 

<From instructions.> 
For a pre-determine time, circumstances and movement are halted. 

7. Grade up Fluid  <Level 6> 

When fluid is applied, with the fluid the enemy can be put behind, it's 
improvement is improved. 

<From instructions.> 
The Underwater buggy's speed can be moved up 

8. Distress removing seal (Distress symbol with a  'X' mark across it)  <Level 
2> 

This seal when put on the stomach, from every distress, escape is possible. 

<From instructions.> 
For a pre-determine time, enemies attacks aren't taken. 

9. Peach Boy's sealed grain dumplings  <Level 1> 

Whatever the animal is, this is eaten, hearing what is said is now possible 

<From instructions.> 
What any animal says is heard. 

10. Pass through Hoop  <Level 4> 

This hoop when applied, it is possible to go through. 

<From instructions.> 
Wherever collected any wall, can be passed through. 

11. Small Light  <Level 3> 

Whatever is covered with this light, anything can become small. 

<From instructions.> 
When the light covers it, anything can become small. 

12. Gill Tube  <Level 2> 



This tube when in the nose it is packed, then breathing in water is possible. 

<From instructions.> 
when in the nose it is pack, water when your in breathing becomes possible. 

13. Time Warp Cloth  <Level 3> 

When covering things becomes more available, the future is advised, this can 
return those effects. 

<From instructions.> 
Old things, can become new from there current condition returning to this is 
possible 

14. Adaptable Light  <Level 7> 

This light allows to to fit into, any environment and that to be withstood. 

<From instructions.> 
To any circumstance it's adaptability can be adjustable 

15. Deep Sea Cream (Submarine Cream)  <Level 6> 

This cream when painted on, many meters within the deep sea's water pressure, 
is now possible to endure. 

<From instructions.> 
This cream can be pasted on, the Deep Sea's water pressure can be endured. 

16. The Jack Bean  <Level 7> 

This can grow quickly, with the moments it takes to speak, larger the bean has 
risen. 

<From instructions.> 
when planting it becomes very large, to a great height it is possible to go 

17. All Flight Control <Level 9> 

This joystick can be placed anywhere, much for that reason, freely Maneuvering 
upward can be possible. 

<From instructions.> 
All things can be maneuvered by using this 

18. Cloud Hardening Gas  <Level 11> 

This gas when sprayed, cloud is hardened, to be stood on when you get there. 

<From instructions.> 
Clouds are hardened, and on top walking is possible. 



19. Height Copter  <Level 10> 

When attached to the head, being lifted to fly into the air this becomes 
possible. 

<From instructions.> 
Into the air lightly lifted and flying through the air is possible yet tools 
battery turns it off so be careful. 

20. Anywhere Door <Main area 1> 

The door opens but also, anywhere you go, the maps center point returns to this 
setting. 

<From instructions.> 
Anywhere it is possible to go. 

21. Underwater Buggy  <Level 6> 

Underwater freely discovered is a buggy. Inside it has a computer conversion 
it's been modified. 

<From instructions.> 
Underwater freely racing is possible. 

22. Dress-up Camera  <Level 12> 

Clothes when photographed your put into, these cloths the person wants the 
shutter clips, these clothes they will become dressed up in. 

23. Time Tv  <Level 12> 

Back then, the future can be seen on the Television. 

24. Camping Capsule <Level 11> 

A Tennis ball is this big capsule, into the ground it is stuck, in large way to 
attain a camping house. 

25. Translation (standing pepper) Jelly  <Level 9> 

If this is eaten, like foreign alien person, it is possible to speak. 

26. Parlor fishing Pond  <Level 8> 

Wherever, water is down there in a fourth dimensional screen it is projected, 
in a room it is possible to hang it in. 

27. What If Box  <Level 6> 

The receiver when lifted, "What If, such things in the world changed..." this 
was made possible, reality just so of the world becomes this. 



28. Echo Mountain  <Level 5> 

Echoing speech repeats, the echo can be increased that is possible. 

29. String to String Telephone  <Level 11> 

To each other, this carries with it, telephone is made by being tied together 
speaking into it is possible. 

30. Mini Doraemon (Miniature) <Levels 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, after beating boss for 
a second time> 

Tiny Doraemons. The real thing they are just like, this secret tool is 
revealed, in entirely a mini size. 

<From instructions.> 
Tries by 1 are increased 

31. Picture book entering shoes <Level 7> 

These shoes are for exhibition, this picture book is spoken world wide, to 
enter them it is possible. 

32. Voice Vitamin  <Level 9> 

If this is drank, a lot of speech, sounds are gathered together. 

<Other items, and animals described only in the instructions.> 

Bell 

When 100 individually gathered another try the number by 1 is increased. 

Gong baked

Life is restored. 

Mysterious Beast Pokera (Pocket Ride) in Level 2. 

Mysterious Bird Roku (Rocket) in Level 10. 

<Not mentioned in instructions> 
'Chu' a Big rabbit with orange hair on his head. (Chew, as with his big front 
teeth.) In the strategy guide he is only referred to as Mouse Boss, Chu seems 
to be his name and is also the sound of a mouse. 

<From Instructions> 

"A" Button is Jump 



"B" button is using weapon 
"Z" button is only used in water or Air stages to lower yourself. 

Press "R" to change the Camera operation, 'A' mode is Automatic camera that 
will move and change as you walk while the 'B' camera is more of a locked 
camera angle that keep the main character in the center of the screen, this is 
useful for looking at an angle and seeing around corners and in some places 
where the camera would look through a wall. 

<Use C buttons to move camera, left and right move the camera to that side, and 
up and down zoom in and out, if you zoom out all the way it will go back so far 
and then appear above your charecter, if you zoom in all the way it will get 
closer to the charecter until its right above him.> 

Back of box 

Doraemon says: 
Here there are 5 people and a 3D world to control in this action game! Of 
course, secret tools there are a lot of, that make an appearance. Come, you now 
can accompany us in our adventurous ways!! 

<Game discriptive messages on back of box.> 

Three dimensional 3D spaces are free allowing any movement to be seen... with 
the 3D stick slight operation can cause what is desired! 

These 5 people the characters at any moment alternatively can be used. Jumping 
with force and such,  because the different skills used alternately are needed 
in the game to progress. 

To Further stages it is possible to progress, with taking on different forms 
searching these can be revealed but traveling outward is necessary. The 
Collection of tools in the, "Secret tools picture book" at any time can be 
viewed by going to. 

Characters <discriptions from the instructions.> 

Doraemon <"Gong outfitted" or [metal covered], closest Japanese meaning, other 
sources list Dora as meaning stary "stary cat  outfit, (clothed)" {but that 
would be Noraniko} while other places list the name as meaning "Mini Briliant. 
The best guess is that he's named after the "Dorayaki" a pancake bean sandwich 
"it's name meaning "gong cooked" and a last name 'emon' meaning "clothed", or 
"put on" so a literal translation of his name would be "gong skinned, or metal 
covered".>

From the 22 century a futuristic world he comes from, a cat modeled robot. 
Worried at times, secret tools are put out to help. 

<Later in instructions> 
Special features: Standard abilities are powerful 

Useful Weapon: Air Cannon 

<Weapons> 
While crouching shooting can be done 



Nobita <Growing big> 

A Blundering peacefully type person, his heart is simple, purely honest little 
child. 

<Later in instructions> 
Special features: His shooting aim is an advantage to like, continuous shooting 
is a possible ability 

Useful Weapon: 
Shock wave pistol 

<Weapons> 
While crouching shooting can be done, small enemies can be beaten. 

Shizuka <"Quite peaceful", in Kanji "Quite Perfume> 

When Nobita is bullied at times, always to the rescue comes this gentle girl. 
Her clear like, is a bathing to get into, that is her greatest pleasure. 

<Later in instructions> 
Special features: Because she's light, her jumping is powerful. 

Useful Weapon: Fake Hand grenade 

<Weapons> 
It has a limited range as a available benefit. Can be thrown while crouching 
and when coming near enemies can be beaten. 

Suneo <"snake man", mean fellow> 
Like Jaian together, to Nobita they are unkind, as a matter of fact they think 
he's a weakling. 

<Later in instructions> 
Special features: At running he is the fastest 

Useful Weapon: Champion Gloves 

<Weapons> 
It has a limited range as a available benefit. 

Jaian <Giant> 
Always to Nobita he teases a lot, in reality, his justice senses has a powerful 
hold on him. 

<Later in instructions> 
Special features: His Body is powerful and sturdy in stature 

Useful Weapon: Gene Mic <Geneticly linked Microphone, responds and amplifies 
his voice to destroys enemies> 



<Weapons> 
It has a limited range as a available benefit. 

Korona <Corona the sun's outer edge> 
In Fairy world's, Sky world she is princess. The People's nature is destroyed 
by the Evil King again without the seal, Doraemon's arrival help was requested. 

Instructions story: 

Dear Father, the Earth King, and Deep Sea King hang onto the Evil King that is 
true. At that time in fairy world, for what seemed an endless moment the kind 
where powerful "Evil King" was sealed away by the "3 FairySpirit Stones" their 
power lessened and, finally "Evil King" was restored. Evil King has followers 
he uses, at Fairy World's three boundaries "Earth World", "Deep Sea World" and 
"Sky World" they were turned to ruins. 

"So it seem up to you Korona. The two other kings decree on the other hand, in 
the people's world "Doraemon" he has "pocket" get this and tell him to come." 

Fairy World is dominated by, "Doraemon's secret tools" eventually obstacles can 
be anticipated by the Evil King, Sky King's Daughter Korona the Princess, can 
use the pocket when she takes it from when things where olden. 

I leave this to you, to reach the olden age. 

Evil King desires "Doraemon's Pocket" and it's mysterious powers this is the 
feelings of Korona, when used Evil King can Defeat the olden age, the Human's 
World he will descend onto. 

"Something interesting will happen I think." 

Nobita's 5 people in the empty lot meet to talk, suddenly a dimensional hole 
opens and Korona hops out. 

"Mr. Doraemon, your pocket will you loan it?" 

Now, Fairy World happens to be in a crisis explains Korona, Doraemon's Pocket 
possession is desired she requests. 

"In such ways it is explained..." 

Doraemon became worried, Fairy World was in a crisis, the pocket of his, for 
one and all to Fairy World to go they offered. 

All of the sudden, through the Dimensional hole, the Evil King under handedly 
materializes, through the fourth dimensional from Fairy world he takes it away. 

"The Pocket I got it." Korona princess, through much hardship, I for the Human 
world door opened... 

My ambition was obstructed, and was lost. 



Giggling... 

Wa-Ha-ha-ha-ha... 

The Evil King's voice echoes. 

And so..., I the Evil King did this... Again I allowed this!! 

Using this you know Korona will, Hurry the Evil King's followers take over 
Fairy World he returns please come. 

What she says is true, somehow this entire would handles this with great 
seriousness. 

"Yes. Anyhow, this cannot be allowed. That child needs to be followed." 

Fairy World, and the people world is saved, this secret is with held but tools 
need to be recovered, by Doraemon these five people's adventure. Now, it begins. 

In Game Story Begins 

<Red King stands alone near his throne on a red Carpet.> 

Red King: 
.....

<Korona a blue haired girl runs up stops before him.> 

Korona: 
Father. 

Red King: 
Great, Korona will you... 

Korona: 
Once to the ground and thrown into the deep sea laying off to the side Evil 
King inactive he waited until these things comes to be. 

Red King: 
Yeah... Evil King's packing, two others risk their lives they have been 
attacked, to the human world go to a dwelling, Doraemon someone there is called 
get pocket and take request ask this quickly... 

Korona: 
...?? I don't understand what was said... What, sort of turnabout disturbance 
has stuck I wonder? I myself, will go to get that to prevent this... 

Red King: 
Yeah... It is my decree that we do what we can now go down there and get it 
when you arrive, the seal if he gets away he'll be restored and strike out, to 
avoid complete destruction assistance needs to be supplied we are exhausted all 
is head over heels. Already, he is appearing to penetrate and escape held only 



by strands, he might remain within  that may be possible. 

Korona: 
By the way, a rumor on the wind is this world is hidden yet I will try, to 
gather things to go as you say and talk with them. However..... why, that sort 
of Pocket is wished for I wonder? 

Red King: 
The Evil King desires reach to that extent... That Pocket, is something, 
powerful barrier of what he wants for him own snake's tail. That power, if he 
takes in hand is it useful...? 

Korona: 
Really, the Pocket to that extent powerful barrier... ...In that case I'll 
try!! I, to the Human world am now going to. 

<Korona turns around and walks away, now alone the King speaks to himself.> 

Red King: 
Oh, Korona! Really, such a tomboy... Forced to do this yet should not have to 
be done...

<The Shadowed Evil Kings face appears> 

Evil King <shadow>: 
Hahaha... 

Red King: 
!?? 

Evil King <shadow>: 
Your small daughter... it's nice she's caught with this burden! 

<In a vacent lot, near some large metal tubes some children are talking. Suneo 
(boy with Elvis Hair), Shizuka (Girl with pink dress) and on top of the metal 
tubes is Jaian (Fat boy with stripe across his shirt).> 

Jaian: 
Ahhhha, I'm bored to death! 

Suneo: 
Really. Something, anything that would be interesting. 

Shizuka: 
...Oh! Nobita with Doraemon is coming. 

<Nobita (a boy with glasses) and Doraemon a robotic cat, that walks on his hind 
legs) appear and walk towards the other children.> 

Doraemon: 
Yo. 

Nobita: 
Everyone, What is up? 

Shizuka: 
Nothing to do but there never is here. 

Doraemon: 



What... We, like to brush up on our traveling and play. 

Jaian: 
I'd like to try. Here's something, I specially like, a new song livened up it 
seems! 

Yeeaaaah 

<Jaian now leaves the mettal tubes and appears standing on the ground.> 

Jaian: 
What is it!? It's like, your saying as usual. 

Suneo: 
I... dislike it, not so good I think. 

Doraemon: 
Quickly... a new song I'd like no matter which, horrible was what it was like... 

Shizuka: 
If we could only, get past our dread, somehow bad this will be. 

Nobita: 
The Next musical performance, for me there I'm not looking forward to. 

Jaian: 
Oh my, in that case it's alright. 

Hots... 

Jaian: 
Great. My goodness, eagerly I let guests come in to see gathering! After all 
musical performance is enlightening! 

Nobita: 
Yeah! Sort of like that. 

Suneo: 
It's a hard, skill to fake although I think it is possible... 

Jaian: 
What, Suneo! What is that, as for that I try!? Once again try say that!! 

Suneo: 
Is that so, it's very... That's... Oh! Just you wait! Is that so?? 

Jaian: 
Cheating you'd plan!! 

Suneo: 
That is, that! 

<Looking at a fence a hole opens up and Korona jumps out.> 

??! 

Wow!!

<The Children are stand in a staight line with Shizuka standing out a little 
closer to Korona then the others.> 



Korona: 
Fuu.. <expression of exostion> Here, the human's world...! Say that's... One 
moment I'm seeking to try ask, Doraemon any of you know this person? 

Doraemon: 
I, however am Doraemon. 

Korona: 
Well... human, you were not. However, this is the human world but your a 
Raccoon dog (Tanuki) but to talk your able to, but you may be acquainted with 
him. 

Doraemon: 
Another, Raccoon dog!? It is that I'm a, Cat modeled Robot!! Well excuse me! 

Nobita: 
Well well... calm down Doraemon. Anyhow... and you are? 

Korona: 
Oh, I'm sorry. My first name is, Korona. From fairy world I came. 

Doraemon: 
Fairy World...? 

Korona: 
Yes, the fairy's country. This human world, through this dimension wall I came 
in, to rebel against the evil that came. 

Shizuka: 
A Fairy, like, in fairy tales are there others? 

Suneo: 
Somehow, I don't believe... 

Korona: 
My instructions where to travel here. 

Doraemon: 
For What? 

Korona: 
Now, fairies say, there is darkness over the entire world with the revival of 
the Evil King... Happiness is now unknown to exist. 

Doraemon: 
Huh? Evil King is there? 

Korona: 
Yes. Long ago in olden days, our ancestors, the Evil King ordered pain and 
suffering, a violent battle spread. Evil King caused, a terrible crisis the 
leaders made an effort to overthrow him, the fairies retreated to try get the 
Spirit Stones advice their continuous power, finally the Evil King was sealed 
away above all to accomplish this. Yet, after a while overworking it became 
shaky and the thrown free where the Spirits all at once. Gradually he made an 
effort to escape, eventually the seal he'll escape. The Evil King's plans to 
comeback he'll try recover his territory anyway he can. 

...... 



Korona: 
Fairies see that, the Evil King is uncontrollable and fall to him, in time it 
is unquestionable... And so, Doraemon please help we ask. To me, the Pocket can 
you lend so I can use? 

Doraemon: 
Yeah!? 

Korona: 
For this reason I hope you understand... The Evil King, the Pocket he also 
wants to exist... To that extent if we could the Evil King being overthrown 
might be possible I think. Therefore... please. Pocket with little time the 
uncontrollable we'll try if you would please! 

Doraemon: 
Well. I understand that trouble's origin. 

Korona: 
Fairy yes from this human world I return to my own world... Together we can 
resist these strange outsiders. If, this stays as it is, the Evil King to fairy 
will be overtaken and destroy, this human world also would be as that, evil may 
then will be revived... 

Shizuka: 
Some how, enchanted it might be possible to go... 

Korona: 
I respectfully disagree. This threat I believe could be ended... But, this is 
true.

Nobita: 
Well, Doraemon. Somehow should we give this? 

Doraemon: 
Yeah. Some how, we should never the less congratulate your escaping an attack. 

Korona: 
Well then... 

Doraemon: 
Pocket can help fix that but, I feel various feelings don't give up hope. 

Korona: 
Really!? Thank You!! ... But... Evil King, is really terrible guy... our lives 
will be regained there... 

Nobita: 
All right. Doraemon's tools that guy, will defeat. 

To fight you can depend on!! 

!!? 

<A bat appears circles and takes the pocket, as dark clouds begin to appear.> 

Doraemon: 
Ahwa what's that! 

Evil King <shadow>: 



Hahaha...... The Pocket I will take. Korona princess, very burnt it will be. 

Korona: 
Why you taking it? 

Evil King <shadow>: 
For my benefit, the human world door is opened and will come to a end yet I 
don't care. Because of you, your home destroyed by this effort. Hahahaha... 
Wahahaha..... 

<The Bat vanishes taking with it the Pocket.> 

Korona: 
Such a thing... I against, the Evil King must not utilize that. Again... if I'm 
able.

<Korona turns around and walks back into the hole which she arrived from.> 

Doraemon: 
Let's do it... 

Nobita: 
Originally, Korona's advise is really the how things are somehow we should try, 
for this world, great hardship has been arranged! 

Shizuka: 
More over, Doraemon's Pocket needs to be retrieved. 

Suneo: 
For a sort time, it is frightening to loose Doraemons tools. 

Jaian: 
Just wasting time seems seriously endless. Great lets go! 

Doraemon: 
...yeah. Anyway, might get lost in that dimension. Korona let's follow. 

<Everything fades to black, and the children reappear outside in a small field. 
The children all stand in a row.> 

Doraemon: 
This place is the fairy's no doubt... 

Nobita: 
From now on, what should we do? 

Doraemon: 
Some how Korona should be searched for. 

<The Veiw turns to there point of view. Looking left, looking right a small 
creature with wings is seen. 

Shizuka: 
Oh, at that look! 

<The winged creature turns out to be Korona, much smaller, the children walk 
forward and begin to talk with her.> 

Korona: 
Oh, everyone... you came to help. ... 



Doraemon: 
Korona! That your true form... What, how did this happened? 

Korona: 
The Evil King, using transformation magic did this. However the pocket... 

<Next to Korona floating in the air appears the Pocket.> 

Doraemon: 
Did you recovered what I gave!? Thank You. 

<The Pocket then reappears on Doraemon's tummy.> 

Korona: 
Better, when you had... 

Doraemon: 
Since when? ... Oh no!! Tools, aren't all here. 

Korona: 
I'm sorry!! At random, tossed about and thrown clear where it's contents, to 
fairy areas unknown they where scattered good grief! 

Doraemon: 
Must be retrieved! Anyway possible!! 

Korona: 
I'm, unexpectedly managed to get it back... 

Nobita: 
That having finished, it can't be helped. Apart from that, after this what we 
should do now, is consider what to do. 

Shizuka: 
Oh well, everyone will help out together, something  might be possible to do. 

Suneo: 
We, up until now even in various pinches, we've struggled through. 

Jaian: 
True, I get in anything blocked off, no big problem for me. 

Korona: 
Everyone... Thank You. 

Doraemon: 
Anyhow, the Evil King has been repelled that is what we should think about... 

Korona: 
Woody Grandfather, somehow or another might be able to help. 

Doraemon: 
Woody Grandfather? 

Korona: 
Yeah, he was here in old times before fairy world existed. This world is 
different then what was known. Certainly, the Evil King's knows this and 
desires it. 



Nobita: 
Then then, this Woody Grandfather against the Evil King will be useful. 

<Korona flies over to a tree stump with eyebrows and a mustach under a cut off 
branch that looks like a nose.> 

Korona: 
Okay. Let's do it. Well then, everyone gather together. Mr. Woody. 

Woody: 
Huh? Oh me? I think nothing for a long time but the future shouldn't be of a 
confined world. I remember the, large trimming useless it seemed... 

Korona: 
I see, that... Other then that, I wonder what has occurred. 

Shizuka: 
Evil King I'm concerned with, learning what he's after. 

Woody: 
Ummm... He's going to be surprised. The human's children such as these there 
are many after these thousands of years. 

Doraemon: 
Instruct us. The Evil King to defeat, how do we do this? 

Woody: 
That experience... That is, certainly difficult problem. Evil King, wishes to 
replace this country, crushed and boiled this country under him, our native 
country to possess he will try it is said. 

Korona: 
Yeah!? That's so, says honorable father!! 

Woody: 
Yea... Sky King, was captured first. 

Korona: 
That Evil King! As for my Honorable father... 

Doraemon: 
Korona... Mr. Woody! This is something, that the Evil King wants to overthrow 
in this way, isn't that so? 

Woody: 
Ummm... Long ago we battled, it was a close fight then finally, the ground 
would be burnt, where there's no imagination can be created, from ground came 
the Spirit Stones, it was seen that, by shining swords these spirits where 
extracted and descended into the Spirit Stones, shining, in this way their 
spirits created and survived by becoming the Spirit Stones, The three Spirit 
Stones where used, finally the Evil King's darkening of the world's peace as 
sealed away, barely, Evil King was beaten, in this manner the Three Spirit 
Stones sealed him so he could do no more. 

Korona: 
However, the Spirit Stones, with the Evil King's revival strike where unable to 
withstand and they broke. 

Nobita: 
Well then, already the Evil King was beaten long ago, isn't it possible to do 



again? 

Woody: 
Well, only one there is... The three fairy seals, and Spirit Stones, need to be 
remade, to do this is required. ...However, besides that, at the 3 ends of the 
world somewhere, the Spirit Stones' pieces can be found, each castle ruined 
with their King, help for them is needed. 

Jaian: 
There's nothing to worry about with me, my life is throwing myself at 
difficulties! 

Woody: 
Uh huh... well then... Now, this world is really filled with terrible danger 
will you still do this? 

Nobita: 
However... if we don't fairies won't exist, and our world, would it help? In 
that case... I'm frightened but, we'll, Evil King defeat it is necessary! 

Woody: 
Ordinarily, ordinarily, ordinary. Whenever needed, my organic children. I, to 
the best of my ability will help out. My duty is, this world's activities, as 
memories overlap. All of you, in this world watch where you go, I'll make an 
effort yet be left behind. For that reason, if you all cause something occur, 
I'll remember it, so all of you can recall it again. So that, rest the heroes 
can, then continue. 

Korona: 
Thank You. Well then, come on lets go. 

Woody: 
Ah, all in good time. Long ago, unable even to help, things fell to them then, 
saddening it was, do you understand? Itchy Itchy it is, my head like a bowl. 

<The view tilts up showing a Door on top of the tree stump.> 

Nobita: 
Oh, the Anywhere Door! ...That is. Could that be used for the Spirit Stones, to 
permit the team to go to them? 

Doraemon: 
Really, impossible. The Anywhere Door, in this world's map, there is no input. 
...However, to here, it seems possible to come back. 

Suneo: 
Well, almost reach goal let's turn back and stop. 

Jaian: 
Only if, the Anywhere Door could take us there quickly, as our starting path! 

<Camera titls back down, to show Korona and Woody again.> 

Korona: 
Me too, yet such appearances won't gain us victory, together we'll fight 
however... However, I'm reduced to only a guide for now. I also, wish to come 
along! 

Doraemon: 
Yeah. Really, reassuring. Together, this world's peace will be regained. Well 



then, let's start going. 

<Children seeing standing in a row and then they all jump into the air and 
raise one hand all at the same time. The game begins.> 

***Game Begins*** 

First you'll need to jump up onto the Trees nose and then onto his head to get 
the Anywhere Door, although this may be difficult with Doraemon, you can always 
pause the game and select Shizuka, she can make this jump much easier. 

<When getting door on Trees Head.> 
Anywhere Door was discovered!! 1 gathered, of the secret tools!! 

<Now every time you touch the touch tree痴 face you'll get the following 
message. And you will also now be able to enter Level 1.> 

Data saved you want done correct 

OK 

<press A to save game, or B to continue playing without saving.> 

Main Area 1, messages 

The following messages appear when trying to enter the level without having the 
required item. The message that appears when you have the item appears at the 
beginning of that Levels walkthru. 

<When going into green area on side of main area, without getting door ontop of 
tree.> 

Woody: 
Hey there. Forgot something you did. My head has something on it, that allows 
you to quickly return. 

Nobita: 
Oh, forgot about that. 

Doraemon: 
Anywhere Door wasn't picked up before starting. 

<No new message when entering with Anywhere Door, to Level 1> 

<When trying to enter big gate on mountain side, without Ring. To level 5.> 



Suneo: 
Wow, that's solidly strengthened... 

Korona: 
Beyond this, is a large area maybe we should hesitate volcano there is... 
Traditionally passing, children are not to go... 

<Leaving then coming back to gate, without Ring.> 

Passing is difficult, armored it is outside volcano here passing this way it 
stops. 

<When geeting near the blocking rock on side of mountain, without flashlight. 
To Level 4.> 

Korona: 
This has been here long time, a cave's entrance there is however... rock it is 
blocked with. 

Jaian: 
Look there, unmovable it is. 

Suneo: 
We cannot move this ourselves. 

<Leaving then coming back to blocking rock, without flashlight.> 
By this large rock, the cave's entrance, is blocked. 

<When going to dirt mound, without bean. To Main Area 2.> 

Korona: 
Before, when put here bean forms tree shape, people could, use this detour to 
the sky country, to go there it would allow. Keeping that in mind, this is star 
world's connection to lower ground this permits going between, though it has 
withered. 

<Leaving then coming back to dirt mound, without bean.> 
This is to the sky, to pass this way there is something, that needs to be 
located. 

<When going up to Mystery Beast Pokera, without Peach Boy's sealed grain 
dumplings. To Level 2.> 

Pokera: 
Mi Mi Mi 

Nobita: 
What!! Dino. Dino... Dinosaur this is. 

Korona: 
Pokera is Childish. Pokera, when tamed using it's stomach Pocket is possible. 

<Leaving then coming back to Mystery Beast Pokera, without Peach Boy's sealed 
grain dumplings> 



Pokera: 
Mi Mi Mi 

Pokera is in the way without it's consent advancing isn't possible. 

<When going to water, without Gill Tube.> 

Nobita: 
Wow, Beached! 

Korona: 
From here, sea is all over the world this curious deep sea. However, humans in 
water cannot breath, however to proceed it might be possible. 

<Leaving then coming back to water, without Gill Tube.> 

The deep sea's depths, to go you'd stick out, to live when you go it maybe 
possible... 

<After getting the Gill Tube and trying to enter the water.> 

The Deep Sea's depths, to go you'd stick out, to live when you go it maybe 
possible... 

Doraemon: 
Gill Tube! With this put up the nose in the sea, it is possible to go. 

Nobita: 
In that case, swimming I can do without drowning. 

Korona: 
Well then, in the sea our search can continue. 

<Entering Level 3 is now possible.> 

<When trying to enter cave underwater with ice crystals infront, without 
Adaptable Light. To Level 8.> 

Korona: 
Beyond this, is the sea country's castle which the sea's ground is a courtyard. 

Shizuka: 
Somehow, it's very cold. 

Korona: 
Yeah. However, on sea's ground ice was created which descended over it's 
threshold.

Nobita: 
Achoo!! (Sneeze) Shiver Shivering, a little, it's just that I'm nearly freezing 
to death. 

Doraemon: 
Sure, that's right. Then, anyway let's come again. 



<Returning to cave again, without Adaptable Light.> 
With ice it maybe possible though the sea's ground castle is cold, to get 
closer. 

<When trying to enter hole in water, without Submarine Cream. To Level 7.> 

Korona: 
This hole's bottom, is like the sea's graveyard. 

Nobita: 
Uumm... that's not good. Traditionally should be avoided, our bodies in water 
pressure would be crush to bits wouldn't they... 

Korona: 
Nothing can be done... on the other hand it might be possible to do. 

<When returning to hole, without Submarine Cream.> 

Traditionally, the water pressure is great, and it's not possible to dive. 

<When trying to enter cave with car, without Time Warp Cloth. To Level 6> 

Doraemon: 
Ah! Here is a Underwater Buggy!! ...but how? Well..., somehow if not it's very 
similar. 

Nobita: 
Can it be fixed? 

Doraemon: 
It's quite terribly broken... Regrettable it is however, to fit it is 
unlikely... 

<Return to cave message, without Time Warp Cloth.> 

Underwater Buggy needs fixing... 

Level 1. 

<No new message appears when going to the entrance of this level with the 
Anywhere Door.> 

<At the start of this level there are 2 people to talk with.> 

Person 1: 
Your undertaking this, ! ...Perhaps, the human world is completely emptied? For 
me, this forrest is home and for all fairies. 

Nobita: 
Euh, ! You are a fairy also!? 



Shizuka: 
Somehow, your image is different... 

Person 1: 
We, Evil King are against so be careful, with his evil magic our shape was 
changed and applied. From fighting we've retired perhaps, for us on the other 
hand you are the people for journey. If somehow, our companion's of similar 
outward appearance, release them please. Certainly, this strong expectation is 
for you is possible. 

Doraemon: 
Thank You.

<This message also repeated when walking away and returning.> 
Person 1: 
Everyone, at short notice you face this. To this world, peace and Harmony 
return it please. 

Person 2 
<His message is the same each time you talk with him, until you've beaten the 
level's boss at least once.> 

Person 2: 
Pon the Large's, (Pounds <as in weight> the Large.) internal programming is the 
barrier which should be carried away and examined. On the mountain's other side 
he is. 

<After having beaten the level's boss at least once.> 

Person 2: 
It was like putting this burden on your shoulders and completing it... Already, 
peace and harmony have returned don't you think? 

Person 3 
<This person only appears after defeating this levels boss at least once and 
then playing this level over again, he will appear on one of the first islands 
in the air, just before where you fought the boss.> 

Person 3: 
Pon the Large was beaten honorably. And yet, interestingly before being 
encouraged to... 

Nobita: 
Already, we have battled him. 

Person 3: 
Ehaa, total Victory it was great! Everyone, Pon the Large you utterly defeated 
though he had it coming.. I'm not sure if victory was your reason. This, was 
found with our thanks please take this. 

<Treasure Box appears, with boxing gloves> 
Champion Gloves where taken back!! A weapon that's useful. 

<Or if this is your second, third, or fourth weapon collected, the message will 
say.>



<Number> of Weapons. 

<After walking away and returning to him to talk.> 

Person 3: 
Everyone, we're very behind need to hurry therefore. To this world, peace and 
harmony bring it back please. 

<After opening the tresure chest, if you leave this Level the Person 3 will not 
reappear.>

After walking past the first two people, there is a small ditch with 2 ladybug 
type creatures if you have a weapon and shoot in there direction they will 
quickly run away and make a squeaking sound. Past this ditch you'll find some 
bunny's that spend their time spinning around in circles, if you get close 
enough to them and they are facing your direction they will start hopping to 
attack you. Beyond these bunny's is a bridge over a small lagoon, on the bridge 
you'll notice a symbol sort of like a Nike Swoosh with a 'P' shape under it, 
these represent bunnies and you'll find them on most of the platforms in this 
level. On the sides of the bridge there is a design with two bunnies back to 
back with a ball on there back that has arms and legs, possibly to represent 
moles, or the Boss of this level. After crossing the bridge you'll see small 
purple moles that come out of the ground circle about, jump at you while doing 
a flip, chase you if possible and then dig back into the ground and disappear. 
From here turn left and you'll discover a treasure Chest, in this box you'll 
find the Air Pressured Cannon, to open it walk around to the side with the 
keyhole and move up against it, this will cause it to open. 

<When getting Air Pressured Cannon.> 
Air Pressured Cannon was retrieved!! A weapon that's useful. 

<Or if this is your 2nd third or fourth weapon collected, the message will say.> 

<Number> of Weapons. 

Now go past the bridge and continue right until you come to the wall with the 
three platforms sticking out of it, both the right and center platforms will 
slide into the wall, and the one on the left will raise and lower it's self. 
Jump onto the center platform and before it slides into the wall jump onto the 
left platform, this will take you to the top of this wall. After getting off of 
the lift walk forward and you'll come to a pit with a thin bridge with no sides 
covering it. Fall into the pit and follow it off to the right, where it will 
meet the wall and there will be a hole in the wall with the Time-out watch in 
it. No message will appear when you get this item but the enemies will be 
frozen for a short time. Walk up the slope to the top of the cliff, you'll now 
be on the opposite side of the landing you saw from the narrow bridge earlier. 
After climbing up the slope turn right and follow the wall on your right, it 
will drop down into another pit with two steps going down, once at the bottom 
of these steps continue right along this wall until you come to a small cave in 
the wall with a treasure chest, inside it is Peach Boy's sealed grain dumplings. 

<When getting Peach Boy's sealed grain dumplings.> 

Peach Boy's sealed grain dumplings was 
retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

After getting this item walk back over to the two steps and jump back up to the 



top area, and follow the ledge to the right past two bunnies. Shortly before 
the ledge comes to a dead end you'll notice a moving platform flouting in the 
air, wait until it comes close and jump onto it, wait again until the next 
platform is as close as it will get and jump to the next moving platform. From 
here you'll need to jump onto the floating island, If you like you can return 
to this level after defeating the boss and return to this island and Person 3 
will be here, and you can get the Champion Gloves from him, they come in handy 
but aren't required to finish the game. From this island you'll jump onto 
another platform which will rise and you'll have to jump to a stationary 
platform, once here a bat will appear and try to knock you off , watch his 
movement and try to time your jump to land on him when he swoops down. If you 
fall walk over to the steps mentioned earlier and climb back up them and take 
the same path to return here, if you haven't defeated the bat he'll be waiting 
for you again to knock you off. Once you've defeated the bat turn right and 
jump onto the moving platform, this will take you to the Big floating island, 
jump off the moving platform onto it and walk into the center of it. An 
animated scene will follow of the Boss dropping from the sky and landing on the 
island. 

Peaceful field 
<Level 1 Boss messages.> 

Pon the Large: 
This is Mr. Pon the Large's territory whoever you are that was invaded! 
Recklessly daring of you shorty. My punches you'll experience! 

<When Falling off island and returning.> 

Pon the Large: 
<Growling sound>!! Again, you return. Truly outraged with all of you. As many 
times as, we do this I will win. 

<When boss is beaten.> 

Pon the Large: 
It isn't possible! Very well, yet I'm greatly upset... The way it was, oh, I 
remember! 

The Boss explodes leaving behind Earth FairySpirit Stone Part 1. After getting 
this you are returned to Woody in the games main area, the game isn't saved so 
you go up to him and save your game if you like. 

<Second fight after having beaten boss once and returning to this level, there 
is no other message when falling off the island.> 

Pon the Large: 
This was done before, unprepared and distracted I was then, this time you'll be 
completely defeated! Come on shorty, I'm ready! 



<After beating boss a second time.> 

Pon the Large: 
Gesh... again, lost because I was unprepared... I'm... uncertain what to say. 

<Mini Doraemon figure appears, no message when getting, it gives you another 
life.> 

<Level 1 Boss, and his methods of attack.> 

The Boss looks like a big bear with large metal bracelets on his arms and legs, 
a belly button with a X on it, and wearing a orange bandanna on his head. His 
first attach is usually to use a Karate Chop while walking at you, which ends 
with both hands coming down at the same time. If you get far enough away he'll 
either run at you and try another Karate Chop, or put both of his hands on the 
ground and leap towards and land on you. He may also tease you to come closer 
by moving both of his hands towards himself, in a "Come here" type motion. If 
you are near the edge when he runs at you he will sometimes loose his balance 
on the edge and wobble for a little while but he won't fall off, your shots or 
hits won't hurt him as he wobbles. The only way to hurt him is to hit or shot 
at his belly button. When fighting the Boss after defeating him once his belly 
button mark will be covered with a X made of two bandaids. 

Possessing Pouch Dinosaur Pokera 
<Level 2, when bringing Peach Boy's sealed grain dumplings.> 

Pokera: 
Mi Mi Mi 

Pokera is in the way without it's consent advancing isn't possible. 

Doraemon: 
Peach Boy's sealed grain dumplings! With this if you eat, whatever animal take 
account of. 

Korona: 
It's Pocket from here onward it needed so that the mountain can be crossed. 

Shizuka: 
Please allow this, Mr. Dinosaur. 

Pokera: 
Mi Mi

You'll face three new enemies in this area, first is the clam with eyes, that 
sits still and doesn't move until you get close and it sees you, then it jumps 
at you and chomps it's moth closed. It can be defeated by pressing 'B' and 
swinging Pokera's tail at it but this usually caused you to take damage, you 
can also jump onto it and bounce on top of it. The second new enemy is a small 
rabbit with orange hair on it's head and ears that look a bit more mouse like 
then the earlier rabbits, and they are faster. They can be jumped on or tail 
swatted to defeat them, but using the tail usually causes you to also take 



damage because of they're quickness. The third new enemy will only be found in 
a small lawn area that is a dead end, it is a rather large bee it will fly up 
and way then down and towards you, just like the other two new enemies the tail 
attack is not very useful but dose work, jump on the bee to defeat him if you 
like or simply avoid him. 

From the start walk left around to the opposite side of the pond. The path will 
split in three directions a lawn area dead end, down the side of a hill to the 
lava, or continue around the pond until you reach a path that leads to a wall 
with a yellow stripe on the ground. If you go to the center of this strip a 
message will say; 

Go, Go 

<You'll need to return here later. After getting the Gill Tube.> 

Return to the three way area and take the way down towards the lava. Turn left 
and jump into the lava, continue jumping as you follow the lava, here you'll 
find an item that makes you invulnerable to harm for a short time. This is the 
"Distress removing seal." Carnival type music will begin playing and you'll be 
invulnerable until the music stops. Go back to the entrance of lava and follow 
the little islands by jumping from one to the next, the lava will continue 
after the islands end at a main landing. The lava ends a little farther down 
and there is nothing in the lava beyond the last mini island. On the main 
follow the path until you come to a rock and a wall, jump onto the rock, this 
will cause several small ledges to appear out of the wall, they will only 
protrude for a short time and disappear back into the wall. Climb these ledges, 
if you fall you'll need to wait for the rock to raise again, and you will need 
to jump on it to start the ledges to reappear. Once at the top of the wall with 
the ledges follow the path to a large round area with three large stacks of 
straw like things, and a nest.  When entering this large area follow the wall 
to the left to get to the nest quickly. Next to the nest you'll find a treasure 
chest with the Gill Tube. 

Gill Tube was 
retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

<On the other side of the nest is the only person in this level. After talking 
with the gaint mouse-rabbit this person will disappear.> 

Person: 
This nest's owner, what has become of him do you know? The remainder of the 
evil it is said made use of him, near the pond is a cave inside locked away 
even now it is possible. By the way... that guy is gentle friend yet a stone 
needs to be taken away according to rumor. 

<Go back to the ledge with the ledges drop down rather then jump, so you don't 
take damage from the fall. Go back to the wall with yellow border under it. As 
you go up to it after getting the Gill Tube the following message will appear.> 

Chu: 
Someone to see Chu? Please could you, get out Chu again I did no evil, for my 
thanks, the FairySpirit Stone's fragment will be given by Chu. 

Nobita: 
Huh, Is that true? 

Suneo: 
Even so, in what way can we open this? 



Chu: 
This door, attack so that it will open up path for Chu please try for Chu. 

<Press 'B' while moving up against wall. Then walk over to Chu.> 

Chu: 
When exiting, from here Chu should go to FairySpirit Stones? These type things, 
became known to Chu regrettably when harvesting, then caught was Chu. 

<Walk up to him and around wait until he starts to run away then follow him. If 
your quick you can catch him by walking along the wall on your right and jump 
onto him before he reaches the lava. It is possible to ride him back towards 
the nest by bouncing on his head, however he moves quickly and turns sharply 
and you usually end up falling off as he turns or as he makes his large jumps 
up the platformed wall. If you loose him he'll be waiting for you near the 
nest, he'll then give you the following message.> 

Chu: 
Ah, found Chu again dang it, run away did Chu I beg your pardon Chu will give 
FairySpirit Stone if Chu is permitted. 

<The Earth FairySpirit Stone Part 2 will pop up out of the nest, when you get 
it your charecter will smile then you'll be returned to Woody in the main area 
as before.> 

<After having gotten Earth stone part 2 return to this level and talk to Chu in 
his nest, again and again, until a treasure box appears, he will give you the 
following messages.> 

Chu: 
Again you come to Chu why? 

The afternoon nap that was disturb was Chu's. 

Persistent you are with Chu isn't that so. 

Too much persistence is disliked by Chu. 

... 

It's no use Chu gives in get this and stop making fun of Chu. 

<Treasure box appears.> 

<Talk to him again and he gives you the following messages.> 

Chu: 
Again, nothing more is held by Chu. 

Chu: 
Here there is only Chu. 

<When opening chest and getting Shock Wave pistol.> 
Shock Wave pistol was retrieved!! A weapon that's useful. 

<Or if this is your 2nd third or fourth weapon collected, the message will say.> 

<Number> of Weapons. 



Tropical Underwater 
Level 3, need Gill Tube to enter water, swim past car in water and continue 
following the right wall until you enter a narrow passage that takes you to the 
this third Level. 

There are six new enemies in this stage all of which are only defeated by using 
one of the weapons. First there is a rather large fish that if seen from the 
front is flat, but if seen from the side is quite large, he swims at you and he 
doesn't move up or down but only forward and then turns around. The second new 
enemy is a fish that is about half the size of Doraemon until you get close 
then it enlarges itself about 5 times bigger then Doraemon these enemies 
generally swim around in circles and won't bother you unless you get close to 
where they are swimming. The third new enemy looks a bit like the clam that was 
seen in Level 2 and attacks in the same way, but it has no eyes and is a oyster 
with a pearl in it's mouth, it jumps to attack you when you get close. The 
fourth enemy type is a vase like plant that shoots out a exploding fish that 
will zoom in on you and explode, it lets out a sonar type 'Ping' sound when 
release the fish, the vase or the fish missile can be destroyed. The fifth 
enemy is the jelly fish, they mostly bounce up and down in the water and move 
slightly towards you if you get too close, they also have a mouth the shape of 
a bow tie. The sixth enemy is a sword fish who's nose looks a bit like a chain 
saw, he doesn't move up or down to chase but only charges at you if your at the 
same depth as he is and near enough to him. 

<Near First pyramid outside of tunnel> 

Person 1: 
Huh? A FairySpirit stone fragment? Ah, that being the case, the shore go up to 
that place. However, the water swells rises with a crash at night but it is not 
necessary to wait. My companion, causes water to swell upward because this guy, 
this fellow will you ask him to take care of it? 

<Must talk to person 1 to make this person appear 2nd pyramid outside of tunnel 
near black rock.> 

Person 2: 
What is it? That all of you... 

Nobita: 
To tell the truth, to have the water swell upward a person we search for. Are 
You, acquainted with them? 

Person 2: 
I am that one. The water to swell upward this committee wants? That's a easy 
task.

<Water will rise and near Person 1 you can swim up and walk up out of water, 
there you'll find Deep Sea Crystal part 1. No message will appear when you get 
it and you'll be returned to Woody, and the main area.> 

From the start follow the wall off to the right, continue following it until 
you get to a small side area just before the entrance to a cave. In this little 
side area you'll find a treasure chest with the Small light, you'll get the 



following message. 

Small light was 
retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

Now enter the cave and follow the path there are no second paths through the 
cave, and no real dead ends only things to swim around or over, while swimming 
use the camera angle to look around and see which way the tunnel turns. Once at 
the cave's exit swim up and then back over the caves exit, straight behind and 
above the exit there is a treasure chest, next to a black rock. Inside is the 
Gene Mic. 

Gene Mic was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

Turn back around so your facing the same way as you would when you exited the 
cave, swim over the pyramid that just reaches the top of the water. Once at the 
top of this pyramid (zoom out as far as you can without being above your 
character) turn so you can see a beach of dry land up on a ledge. Below this is 
Person 1, talk to him then swim back over to the black rock behind it you'll 
find person 2, talk to him and the water will rise. Now sink back down into the 
pit that had the cave's exit and follow it the path that starts at the cave's 
exit. At the end of this path you'll find a treasure chest with the Time Warp 
Cloth, and get the following message. 

Time Warp Cloth was 
retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 
<You'll need this to enter Level 6.> 

Once you have the time warp cloth swim back to the beach ledge above Person 1, 
you'll be able to walk onto the beach now that the water has been raised by 
Person 2. Here is where you'll find Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone fragment part 
1, when you get it your character will smile then you'll be returned to Woody 
in the main area as before.> 

Through tree streams the sun and a waterfall 
Level 4, when you have the Small light. 

A large Rock, at the cave's entrance, is blocking the way. 

Doraemon: 
Small light! Come on, let's go! 

The first new enemy you'll come to is a bird-pea pod type creature that won't 
attack you but will hurt you if you jump up and bump into him, jump onto them 
to defeat them, or shoot them. The second is a venus flytrap type plant that 
tries to bite you as you pass, only when it's head is up can you jump onto it's 
head, other wise shoot him with a weapon, to defeat him. There are also two 
types of Penguin birds that also appear in this level, one is about half the 
size of Doraemon, and the second it about 20 times as big as Doraemon, the 
little ones can harm you as they move about but the big one does no damage, 
shoot them or jump on they're heads to defeat them. 



Person 1: 
From here on there are mechanisms, the buttons cleverly must be pressed before 
you can progress, but if not the combination, to pass isn't possible. 

From the start walk up to and talk or pass Person 1, walk towards the trees in 
the distance, on your right you'll notice a cliff that can't be jumped up to. 
Once near the trees you'll notice two small rock blocks, one with the shape of 
a tree on it and the other with a circle. Jump onto these, if you don't jump on 
the blocks center you might have to jump up and down on it a few times to get 
it to sink into the ground. The tree block will cause stairs to appear from the 
cliff you noticed earlier. The circle block will cause a stone wall to move 
from side to side, blocking either a left or right passage. When the circle is 
pressed down the stone wall will go to the right, and when it is up it will be 
on the left. Make sure that the circle stone is down then go up the stairs and 
enter the left passage, in this area you'll find three more blocks, A Star, 
Three arrowed block, and a Dorayaki round cake, press down the Dorayaki and the 
three arrowed blocks, but leave the Star block as it is. Then return to the 
circle block and jump onto it again to cause it to rise, then go up the stairs 
and take the right passage. The passage leads to a main circular room with 
light streaming down in the center of the area. When walking over the bridge 
jump off to the right into the water, continue swimming to the right and then 
go under the water when you get to the waterfall, under the waterfall is a 
treasure chest. 

Pass through Hoop was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 
<Needed for Level 5> 

After getting this swim back to the bridge and jump onto the land. Now walk to 
the center of this area and jump onto the branch that is facing the waterfall 
and jump from branch to branch, while shooting or trying to land on the bees to 
find another treasure chest. 

Fake Hand grenade was retrieved!! A weapon that's useful. 

<Or if this is your 2nd third or fourth weapon collected, the message will say.> 

<Number> of Weapons. 

After getting the weapon walk off the tree and find and walk up the ramp that 
curls around to the top of the waterfall. Once at the top of the waterfall 
you'll notice a river and at the center of this river you'll see a small 
island, jump onto it and then to the other side of the river. The path will now 
take you to a small walkway that must be crossed a bird pea-pod will fly by but 
not harm you. Once you cross the walkway you'll come to a series of moving 
platforms, jump from one to the other. The next thing you'll encounter is 
blocks sliding out of the wall and back inward again, you must time your 
passing so they don't knock you off the ledge. After the three sliding blocks 
you'll find a green path that leads to a giant green penguin-type bird in 
strategy guide it says 'Giant type penguin', it won't harm you, simply walk 
under it. A small river is behind the giant penguin, jump to it's center island 
than onto the opposite shore. Here you'll find Part 3 of the Earth's 
FairySpirit Stone when you get it your character will smile then you'll be 
returned to Woody in the main area as before.> 



Volcano Castle 
Level 5, when having the Pass through Hoop. 

Sturdy it is, armored gate's other side is a volcano yet the way is blocked. 

Doraemon: 
Pass through Hoop! With this, to other side this allows to go through. 

Korona: 
Volcano when going to, Evil king's helpers expect there to be one. Everyone, be 
careful. 

The level starts at the bottom of a ramp that goes up and around the side of a 
Volcano. At the top of this ramp you'll meet two brown hooded enemies with 
boomerangs. They will throw the boomeranging and follow you until they run into 
you or you go out of there area, down the hill a little ways, or into the far 
corner of the ledge. Jump onto their heads twice or shoot them to defeat them. 
When they are defeated the large gate to your right will slide to the side and 
allow you to pass. Behind this you'll find the Earth King frozen in a block, 
and a ramp going down into the Volcano. If you go up to the king in the block, 
you'll get the following messages. 

<When seeing king before beating boss.> 

Korona: 
Ah? This is Earth King. 

Nobita: 
A King stone statue? 

Korona: 
Well... caught up, like this inside one but... Besides, that's how it seems. 
Encircled like a picture he is stuck. 

Doraemon: 
Somehow makes me uneasy but, let's hurry onward. 

<After returning,  not having beating boss.> 

Korona: 
Earth King turned to a stone statue. Encircled powerfully, like picture he is 
stuck. 

Doraemon: 
Well. Somehow, worried this makes me... 

<After having freed at least one other king.> 

Korona: 
This is Earth King! 

Nobita: 
This the Evil King did?! Alright! Quickly, let's help out! 



Korona: 
This place like furnace, Evil King's helpers to defeat, and we must counter the 
magic and dissolve it! 

Doraemon: 
Yeah! Onward, everyone! 

Follow the inner ramp going down, here you'll be attacked by wizards that 
appear launch a shot at you and disappear, they can be jumped on when he 
becomes solid and lowers himself, or can be shoot when solid, he is easy enough 
to avoid and you need not fight him. Continue down the ramp until you come to 
two people there, only the left one will lower the lava behind them and allow 
you to pass, walk up to them to get the following messages. 

Volcano Person Left: 
Welcome to the end. Lava interferes for you in what way? All is well. We the 
lava can lower... Here inside the Evil King's helpers defeated the King rescue 
him please. We ask please! 

<The lava will receed and the path to the volcanos center will appear.> 

Volcano Person left after visiting again or anytime talking to Volcano person 
on the Right: 

Here there is Evil King's Helper, in good health he was encircled firmly, 
weapons won't work to clear him away. Yet for me, to see that I will enjoy. On 
top of the head, like rock fall on him when he comes, a terrible pain this will 
cause. His weakness, surely there it is. 

Behind the two people would have been a pool of lava and that would hurt you if 
touched, once it has been lowered because of the left person, follow the path 
down into a small area when a walking-candle he also can be jumped on to be 
defeated, a interesting feature about this enemy is that he will walk in a half 
circle to attack you and if you walk into the center of that half circle he'll 
continually walk around you not harming you. The Other enemy in this area is a 
ghost, he will appear as a static shadow and as you get close he will 
disappear, and then appear a few seconds latter usually behind you, your 
weapons won't hurt him you need to jump into the air and land on his head, but 
he will move forward for a short ways and then become transparent and invisible 
again, it will take three jumps on his head to defeat him. Both these enemies 
you can fight or not, walk out of this area onto a little ledge where the lava 
starts, jump from here onto the two platforms that lead to the center of the 
Volcano, here you'll encounter another enemy. He's a mini Volcano and he shoots 
smoke out of the top of his head and and he grows slightly bigger as he shoots 
the smoke but returns to his original size after releasing it, unless you touch 
him he won't hurt you but you need to defeat him by using a weapon on him, it 
takes a different amount of hits on him depending on which weapon you use on 
him, up to 30 hits in 'Normal' mode. After he is defeated a wall on the other 
side of the lava will slide away allowing you to continue. From the center 
island where the mini volcano enemy was jump onto the three other platforms and 
enter the tunnel, follow the path into a area with two more of the brown hooded 
enemies. Defeat them to open a wall on the right, the door to the left is 
locked and requires a key. 



<When walking up to locked door, without key.> 
In this door, a key is required. To Open, somewhere key needs to be acquired. 

After defeating the two hooded enemies the triangle door-wall will open enter 
it and follow the path to the right and across the elevated metal walkway. The 
area you'll then find yourself in has 5 treasure chests in it, three in the 
back against the wall and two up front. All of the boxes are traps except two, 
the treasure box will open their mouths and have teeth on the inside and on the 
underside of the mouth are the its eyes, and it will hop at you if it touches 
you it will hurt you. 

<Finding Key, in front right treasure box.> 
Earth's Key was found!! 

<In back middle box finding Echo Mountain.> 
Echo Mountain was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

After getting the key, it will not appear in the list of your items but if you 
save a game after you get it you won't have to reacquire it. The Echo Mountain 
can also be gotten if desired, then return across the metal walkway and go to 
the door as you get near it you'll get the following message. 

<Walking up to door with Key.> 
Earth's Key was used. 

The door will open after the above message appears and behind it you'll find 
another candle enemy, and two enemies made up of a red tuxedo, white gloves and 
a top hat, as they bow and lower their hats a fire bolt will be launched at 
you, they will then run towards you, and disappear. They will reappear in the 
same place as they originally where and if they or their fire ball touches you 
it will cause damage to you. 

Behind them you'll find 5 metal platforms floating in the lava, the first moves 
from side to side, the second, third and fourth sink a bit when you get onto 
them, but don't go under the lava so it's safe to stand on them. The fifth also 
moves back and forth from left to right and back again, jump from here you'll 
need to jump into the room with a metal mesh floor, walk towards the center and 
the boss will appear. He is a large Minotaur <Half Bull half Human> head bull, 
bottom legs and waist bull, on his arms he wears bracelets with spikes, and he 
carries a axe that never leaves his hand. In the Strategy guide he is simply 
known as Minotaur. 

The Boss will at first taunt you to come closer, and then strike his axe 
against the ground causing fire streaks to travel along the floor towards you, 
he will then walk or dash towards you, trying to harm you by running you over 
with his horns, when he stops he'll try to swing his axe at you about waist 
height, and then repeat these attacks depending on how close you are to him. 



Run up to him and when he dashes towards you jump and land on his head, His 
head is his week point, move about a little when you have landed on his head, 
he will put his hands up to cover his head, after he has been hurt, but this 
won't harm you, if you move around while still on his head in the right way, he 
will dash away, run after him and jump on his head again as he stops. You can 
also jump off of his head, but this usually causes him to dash before you land 
and he'll usually run you over, before you can jump again. 

<Intresting note when fighting him he can not levae this room but you can 
although untill you get past the 5 platforms and gone past the door that was 
once locked, when you return to his room you'll have to start the fight all 
over again.> 

Minotaur: 
Humans are alike, this is as far as the path will bring you. Yet, that is all 
up to here. It is said, on me, your weapons aren't effective. With this axe, 
cut you half way through this will be done! 

<After beating Boss.> 

Minotaur: 
Uhooo! My prideful horns, how dare you, trample them down. Uuuho... moaning is 
useless. 

<Earth's FairySpirit Stone Part 3 appears, after getting this you are returned 
to Woody in the games main area.> 

<After beating once, and returning to level to start fight again.> 

Minotaur: 
Worries to come, children. You in, my anger because of you, my confidence is 
shaken down! This time for sure, there is a defeat! ...Come on! 

<After beating boss second time.> 

Minotaur: 
Again, these children have dispatched... me, more then, nothing... 

<Doraemon Doll appears.> 

***King Messages, when defeating boss.*** 

<No FairySpirit Stone's complete, no other kings saved> 

Earth King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 



Earth King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Earth King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Doraemon: 
According to Mr. Woody, King the FairySpirit Stones where split you could be 
able effectively revive he said they might work however... 

Earth King: 
FairySpirit stones revive... Is that so, Evil King's seal to break that his 
intention? Okay, in that case to finish him might be possible. However, 
additionally Earth's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Earth King: 
Also, besides Earth's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Earth King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for these children take care please... 

<After rescuing one or two kings and beating this boss without any Earth 
FairySpirit Stones fragments.> 

Earth King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Earth King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Earth King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Nobita: 
To us you can leave this you please! The FairySpirit Stone split was made 
certainly, Evil King's try at the seal visible. 



Earth King: 
What! ...Yeah, with all of you, it might be possible. Okay, Earth's FairySpirit 
Stone fragments there are 3 in all to collect. In this case, the FairySpirit 
stones to be restored might be possible. 

Jaian: 
FairySpirit Stone fragments there are 3 of... 

Earth King: 
Also, besides Earth's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Earth King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for this children take care please... 

<After Boss with no other King rescued and having all 3 Earth FairySpirit 
Stones fragments.> 

Earth King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Earth King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Earth King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Doraemon: 
According to Mr. Woody, King the FairySpirit Stones where split you could be 
able effectively revive he said they might work however... 

Earth King: 
The FairySpirit Stone fragments... Is this why, Evil King's seal attack was 
planned? Okay, in that case to restore might be possible. However, additionally 
Earth's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Earth King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Earth dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 



Earth's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Earth King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 
world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Earth King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<After Boss with one King rescued and having all 3 Earth FairySpirit Stone 
fragments.> 

Earth King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Earth King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Earth King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier of military ground makes a living of his lessening there is no sign... 

Doraemon: 
By the way, King please fix. The FairySpirit Stone to be restored is needed! 

Earth King: 
The FairySpirit Stone fragments... Is this why, Evil King's seal attack was 
planned? Okay, in that case to restore might be possible. However, additionally 
Earth's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Earth King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Earth dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 

Earth's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Earth King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 



world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Earth King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<Having both other crystals completed then coming here to have him complete the 
final one.> 

Earth King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Earth King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Earth King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Doraemon: 
By the way, King please fix. The FairySpirit Stone to be restored is needed! 

Earth King: 
The FairySpirit Stone fragments... Is this why, Evil King's seal attack was 
planned? Okay, in that case to restore might be possible. However, additionally 
Earth's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Earth King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Earth dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 

Earth's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Earth King: 
Great! Finally complete the FairySpirit stone is restored. With this, Evil 
Kings fate has lost power to escape. However... the FairySpirit stones compared 
to former limits aren't as sparkling... Evil King's seal removed that magic, 
Evil King to be weakened is still needed.  is Serious this is not however, all 
of you have almost accomplished a end. Keep trying as he falls behind. 

Doraemon: 
The Evil King place, how will we get there? 



Earth King: 
Yes. The FairySpirit stone, to his mansion is the place, they will guide to 
this end it seems. Evil King's magic attacks it's insides. Then, opening look 
for, his chest pendant aim for. 

Korona: 
It is there, Evil King's weakness! 

Earth King: 
Be seeing ya. 

Doraemon: 
Great! Evil King's seal we'll try to enter that world, peace will be regained!! 

Earth King: 
Be careful. FairySpirits are forever. These children kindly, look after please. 

***Beating boss then returning to level and talking with king still in block*** 

<After beating boss and returning to this level's King to talk with No crystal 
pieces.> 

Earth King: 
Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Nobita: 
No, that's still... 

Earth King: 
Also, besides Earth's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Earth King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for this children take care please... 

<Talking to king after beating boss, with all crystal still needing to be 
joined together, and you have them all.> 

Earth King: 
Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Doraemon: 
Here these 3 all of them. 

Earth King: 
Very well there is enough. Okay well then the FairySpirit Stone restored this 
is the way. In the Great Earth dwell the FairySpirits... This is a life holder, 
this fairies become after dying, once again evil's seal sparkles with 
refreshing! 

Earth's FairySpirit Stone restored. 



Earth King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 
world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Earth King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<Talking to king after beating boss, If you have all three crystal pieces, but 
not yet combined and have already completed the other two crystals.> 

<Talking to king after beating boss, with all pieces still needing to be joined 
together, and you have them all.> 

Earth King: 
Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Doraemon: 
Here these 3 all of them. 

Earth King: 
Very well there is enough. Okay well then the FairySpirit Stone restored this 
is the way. In the Great Earth dwell the FairySpirits... This is a life holder, 
this fairies become after dying, once again evil's seal sparkles with 
refreshing! 

Earth's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Earth King: 
Great! Finally complete the FairySpirit stone is restored. With this, Evil 
Kings fate has lost power to escape. However... the FairySpirit stones compared 
to former limits aren't as sparkling... Evil King's seal removed that magic, 
Evil King to be weakened is still needed.  is Serious this is not however, all 
of you have almost accomplished a end. Keep trying as he falls behind. 

Doraemon: 
The Evil King place, how will we get there? 

Earth King: 
Yes. The FairySpirit stone, to his mansion is the place, they will guide to 
this end it seems. Evil King's magic attacks it's insides. Then, opening look 
for, his chest pendant aim for. 

Korona: 
It is there, Evil King's weakness! 

Earth King: 
Be seeing ya. 

Doraemon: 
Great! Evil King's seal we'll try to enter that world, peace will be regained!! 



Earth King: 
Be careful. FairySpirits are forever. These children kindly, look after please. 

<Talking to King with this crystal completed already.> 

Earth King: 
With things this way, Evil King's strength to be regained is stopped... This 
way the fairy quickly cover, all of you to this world have returned it from the 
foreign invaders... Immediately Evil King's seal brings, peace was regained as 
he falls behind. 

Underwater Buggy (Evil King's helpers and Car race) 
Level 6, with Time Warp Cloth. 

Doraemon: 
Ah! Here is a Underwater Buggy!! ...but how? Well..., somehow if not it's very 
similar. 

Nobita: 
Can it be fixed? 

Doraemon: 
It's quite terribly broken... Regrettable it is however, to fit it is 
unlikely... ...that's right! Time warp cloth! With this, it's damage before 
that time it will return to being good. Good, it was repaired! 

Buggy: 
Ah wow! Thank You! There are no words, body is shiny as new I feel. However, 
after this, more faster and improved try if you like... 

Nobita: 
Repairs were accepted perfectly that where done... 

Shizuka: 
Repairs if you like where good for Buggy. 

Buggy: 
Yeah! Mrs. Shizuka <Musical note> 

Shizuka: 
That's right... Buggy FairySpirit stone fragment have you seen I wonder? 

Buggy: 
Umm... really I don't know, to have a effective with request we should begin, 
this cave's interior is race stadium it's the place to enter, Evil King's 
helper travels when he passes thru, a wonderful prize you'll get so it seems. 

Jaian: 
Something like that is interesting I'm certain to do! 

Nobita: 
Perhaps, the prize might be the FairySpirit Stone. 

Buggy: 



Aha, somehow I wish with all my heart to run and try and succeed. 

Doraemon: 
Okay. The racing strip let's go in. 

<The Car is started and you are now in the cave, a Torpedo moves towards you 
with a smil face on it's front You can hear a sonar Ping type sound when the 
Torpedo is close but the sound dissapears when it is farther away. In the 
stratagy guide the torpedo is mentioned as being one of three siblings, which 
you race one after the other.> 

Torpedo: 
You, very very quick it is said. I'll bet, perhaps this way, you search for 
something, to have return will be done. Well, I'm fully confident you think 
about it. A unprepared try will be painful encounter for you. Well, Start. At 
the signal together let's Start. 

If you get turned around you don't have to worry about back tracking because 
the track has small drop offs so you don't go in the reverse direction too far 
before finding out, there are no dead ends but you will have bridges and large 
drop offs that will circle around taking you nearly back to the beginning if 
you fall off them. Crashing into walls slows you down or cause you to stop 
depending on the angle you hit it and how fast you where going. 

As you start the race there is a large rock ahead of you, go either to the left 
or right it doesn't matter, because the road comes together again on the other 
side of it, there is also a small drop here. Then there is one sharp turn and 
then you enter a building like area with two more sharp turns and just after 
the second turn is a large pillar on the left side of the road later after you 
finish beating this race once the second time you race it there will be a turbo 
on the left side of this pillar that is useful to get. After coming out of this 
building like area the road will split again, into two separate tunnels, 
remember which direction the other tunnel is so you don't try going through it 
when you come out the other side, the road comes together on the other side of 
these two caves, another small drop and turns right. Then comes to a hair pin 
right turn, and another small drop off. You will then pass some pillars that 
are the under side of a bridge, on the ground here it says "Go Ahead" in 
English with triangles pointing the way forward. After that a straight angle 
right turn, discontinue pressing the gas for a second or so just before the 
turn and then press it again as you make the turn to quickly get around it. 
Next there is a straight ways that ends in a right turn, and a large drop off, 
that will take you back to the point where you went into the building like 
area. Avoid the drop off, and just to the right there are two quick turns to 
the right and then back to the left, before the first one, there is a small dip 
in the road that usually causes you to jump and crash into the wall if you hit 
it at a straight on angle. There is then a three-fourths circle turn to the 
right and then a left turn with a large Drop off on the left side of the road. 
This will take you all the way back to the end of the building area. Avoid the 
drop off and you'll come to a right turn you'll see some zig zag stripes on the 
ground here and this will be followed by a half circle left turn, and the 
bridge, on either side of this is a large drop off that takes you back to where 
the 'Go Ahead" message was. Cross the bridge and take final left, there is 
lastly a straight away to the finish line which is the triangle entrance of a 
cave. After finishing race a time display will appear showing the following. 



<Finishing Race and Time.> 
This Time 

Best Time 

<Finishing Last.> 

Torpedo: 
It appears... It surely, great was not and uneventful. Regretfully in driving, 
more skill needs to be gained! 

<If loosing First race and returning.> 

Torpedo: 
Huh, again you come? Many times you can come, the results would be the same, 
with free time in that case at this loose I'll make you. At the signal together 
we'll start. 

<Finishing first.> 

Torpedo: 
Youuu! Sneeky that was! It's not so, I for you strayed it's possible to have 
done better! Accident... That is so I tell you! That is I'm still not beaten 
yet! 

Deep Sea Cream (Submarine Cream) was 
retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

<Second Race with Torpedo, after beating him once.> 

Torpedo: 
Here, it is you? Yongster defeated you say... Very very quick it is true. This 
time, I'm challenged let's do it. How far are you willing to endure. 

<Turbo boost will now be on the track you can collect one for the item list, no 
message when getting, it is possible to win this second race without getting 
any of them.> 

<Second Race with Torpedo, after loosing second race once, start of race 
message.> 

Torpedo: 
Wow, again more you came for? The need to do fills you only, there is 
noticeable improvement but, this time a little more hold out so I can enjoy 
this. Ordinary Ordinarily common... 

<After Second Race. Loosing.> 



Torpedo: 
Hahaha. Even like this, was going easy for you yet you learned a lot.  Well, so 
much to worry about yet I'm proud. I only allowed you to accompany me on 
purpose. Hahaha... 

<After Second Race. Winning.> 

Torpedo: 
Such a change! At this I'm, defeated!! Umm, your speed blocks out the view. If 
you, had my surprising design the outer edges might be possible. The 
uneasiness, lessens when you get better. Good luck I wish you. Soon, to here 
come back.

Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone fragment was retrieved!! 

<Third Race with Torpedo, after beating him twice.> 

Torpedo: 
Along the way, this time, youngster you'll give in and won't accomplish it. 
However, youngster a smooth drive is more then likely to come! As for me, all 
of you I hope not to fall behind as before. Usually with, a lot of effort I can 
get you to learn. Get ready to be overtaken! 

<Not possible to beat him without using Turbos, on this third challenge.> 

<After loosing to him this third race and returning, start of race message.> 

Torpedo: 
Again you loose. This power was not over taken will you give up? You 
understand, how to try your best I've get it won. Well, as many times at this 
loose I'll make you, it was a boring race, not worth the trouble! 

<Not possible to beat without using turbo boosts.> 

<After loosing this third race.> 

Torpedo: 
Sorry, Sorry. you kids finished, it's true yet I left you behind. Not a bad 
driver. But, this something to think about probably. Given up, for me your not 
as good I think. 

<After winning this third race.> 

Torpedo: 
Oh... my defeat... Your wonderful guy, must be please. From here on, this is 
your area. I depart today, this place to leave I've decided. It remains, for 
spare time to use it is good, here things are different. Good bye! 

What If Box was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 



The Sunken (Pirate) Ship Expedition 
Level 7, with Deep Sea cream. 

Traditionally, the water pressure is great, and it's not possible to dive. 

Doraemon: 
Deep Sea Cream! This cream when on body applied where water pressure rises it 
can be withstood. 

Korona: 
It's the sea's graveyard, ghosts appear say the rumors. Everyone be careful. 

Nobita: 
Sea's Ghosts... It's somehow, frightening. 

You start this level in a small underwater cave, here you'll find two fish that 
enlarge as you get near avoid them, and follow it's path up and out towards a 
pirate ship, as you come out of the cave passage, in front of you will be three 
holes in the ground before reaching the pirate ship, to the left and behind the 
pirate ship is a waterfall. Swim straight towards the ship. Between the cave 
and the ship you'll find oysters and jelly fish, and a octopus that releases 
black ink as you get close and causes acts as a jet to push it away from you. 
They can only be defeated with a weapon. Once at the ship swim along it's side 
near its bottom you'll find a person. 

<Talking with Person 1.> 

Doraemon: 
What is wrong? 

Person 1: 
Yeah, rescue is needed please. Youngster, the boat's inside they where locked 
up. 

Nobita: 
Locked up they where? 

Person 1: 
There was a accident. To help get them out, the over head stalactites need to 
fall, into the water, filled up this will become, the water's volume and then, 
the ship floating becomes possible. However, for me the shore to go up to is 
not possible... 

Doraemon: 
Well, instead of that, we'll do as asked don't give up hope. 

Person 1: 
Thank You!

From the person continue along the ship and then head back to the right where 
you'll see a small land hill, climb out of the water onto it. Once at the top 



of the hill take a left and follow the ramp up towards the pirate ship, jump 
from the ledge on the pirate ship. There is a elevator slightly to the left of 
the ledge with a skull and cross bones on it, but that is not needed yet, it 
simply raises up so you can get on the ship easier later on. Your now on the 
back of the rear of the ship, walk towards it's center and drop down onto the 
deck, then turn around and walk back towards the rear, you'll find a ramp 
leading down into the ship, follow this around until you come to a room with 
three large crabs and a locked door with a skull and crossed swords on it. To 
open this door you need to defeat the three crabs, Doraemon, Nobita, and 
Shizuka weapons aren't as good at fighting these enemies, you need to hit their 
underside so using Suneo or Jaian, and their weapons because they cover a 
larger hit range. After defeating them the door will open reveling a cargo hold 
type area, one treasure box will be near the door next to a skull and cross 
bones switch, and four others are against the far wall. Step on the switch to 
cause a bridge to appear across a gap in the cliff near where you climbed out 
of the water. Only one of these treasure chests has anything useful, the others 
are all trap boxes. 

<Second treasure chest from the right on the back row.> 

Jack Bean was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

<Switch next to chest extends the Bridge 1 on the cliff.> 

After getting the bean from the cargo hold, and jumping onto the switch to 
cause it to lower itself and active the bridge, walk back up the ramp, once on 
the deck of the ship jump into the water as close to the point where you 
climbed out of the water, swim to the hill and once at the top take a right 
turn where you'll see the wooden bridge that you extended by using the switch 
after walking across it the path splits into a lower and upper ledge. The lower 
ledge sticks out close to the pirate ship, but a bridge is set into the ledge 
and needs to be extended out towards the ship. The upper ledge has a treasure 
box you can get this item if you wish. 

<Treasuree Box on cliff.> 

Picture Book Entering Shoes was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

On the top ledge jump and shoot the triangle rock stalactite that are hanging 
from the roof, however Suneo or Jaian can not do this with their weapons.  The 
stalactites will fall into the water and into the holes below, once all three 
have fallen the water level will rise, and the ship will lift up out of the 
shore and you can now enter a hole in it's under side near where you climbed 
out of the water. Climb or jump down the ledges and into the water. Swim 
towards the hole in the ship, once there you'll find two more octopus inside, 
moving towards the front of the ship while beneath it, you'll come to three 
treasure chests and two people, the left person is the same one that was 
outside the ship until it was raised. Only the left chest has a item the others 
are traps.



<Inside ship, under it, after roof spikes have fallen, far left chest, lazer 
type tool.> 

Adaptable Light was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

Person 1, again on left: 
Oh it is so! Thanks to these good children the instructions where done. 
Somehow, at waterfall underneath there was switch I saw. Certainly, you should 
go to please. 

Person 2, on right: 
Older brother, when ghost ship expedition was appointed suddenly was locked 
in... however, you've rescued. Thank You! 

After getting the item, swim to the waterfall, when the stalactites fell it 
opened a small triangular cave behind the water fall, swim back out into the 
main area and to the waterfall. Here you'll find another switch this one 
operates the bridge on the ledge that will extend out towards the ship, jump on 
it, and then go back to the hill near the rear of the ship and across the 
bridge again up to the ledge, take the lower path, and go up to the new bridge 
here you'll hear a drumming type sound, that is supposed to be the burning of a 
fire, cross this new bridge, (remember to jump onto the ship the bridge only 
goes so far and there is a small empty space between it and the ship). 

Once on the ships front. Walk towards the fire and the cave will grow dark and 
the Boss will appear, surrounded by two bouncing flames. He is a skeleton with 
a captains hat and coat, and jeans on, his right hand is a hook, that he will 
shoot off and towards you, and the other hand has a crutch that goes up under 
his arm, he can point this at you like a gun, and this shoots a white tornado 
air missile, that will follow you. His left leg is a is a piece of wood, while 
is right is a normal skeleton leg. At times it looks like he's wearing glasses, 
but this is only his eye patch over his right eye, that has the image of a 
skull and upper jaw, with four teeth in it, the other eye is hollow with a red 
spot at it's center, but because of the way it's moved and turns when you get 
close it appears as both are hanging off the bosses face like glasses. He will 
also turn partly or completely invisible at times, he can not be hurt when 
invisible. Run away from him as he gets close, he will usually try sneaking up 
from behind you, the problem is he is always the center of the screen, and the 
large boxes and walls of the main deck sometimes get in the way causing your 
view to be obstructed and not being able to see your own character. He is 
invulnerable when he shoots his hook until after it returns to him, as well as 
when he shoots from his crutch. Shoot him as he appears and as soon as his hook 
comes back to him, try to run in a circular area near the center of the ship 
rather then towards the edge of the ship, the two bouncing fires will also hurt 
you. At times you will hear his teeth chatter as if he is laughing. If you Jump 
off the ship while fighting, you will immediately be brought back to the center 
of the main deck. Finding the crystal after beating the Boss can also be a 
problem, if you walk around and forget where you beat the boss at, it will be 
dark and hard to see, but you should still be able to see the shadow of the 
FairySpirit stone on the ground if it's not against a box or something. In the 
Strategy guide he is called Captain Skeleton. 

Captain Skeleton: 



It is my ship that you damaged, all of you! Here, because of you, kids from 
this place leave, you'll not! Hahaha. Even though, through great troubles you 
came here. Onto deck descend. For spare time we'll play. 

<The Boss will then float down to the main deck of the ship. Once on ships 
deck.> 

Captain Skeleton: 
Hahaha, very very courageous of you. I admire that. ...However, the courage 
will be fatal! Burn burn burn. 

<After beating boss.> 

Captain Skeleton: 
Hahaha, a very very bony fellow I am. However, this I enjoyed. As for me, many 
times I can be revived! This time, you have won! Burn, burn, Burn... 

<If you jump off ship after beating boss but before getting crystal piece, the 
level will be darker and the all the other enemies will have dissapeared.> 

<Beating boss and returning to this level to fght him again.> 

Captain Skeleton: 
What, again did you come for? Conditions will be reversed, for you rude kids. 
All right, let's get on with it! Descend, and do it! 

<Once on deck.> 

Captain Skeleton: 
I way, will put you down by burning. Burn, burn, Burn... 

<After beating him a second time.> 

Captain Skeleton: 
The pain, more problems for me these children cause me to suffer... 

<A Mini Doraemon appears, no messaage when getting it, this gives you a extra 
life.> 

Sea's Bottom Castle 
Level 8, with Adaptable Light. 

With ice it maybe possible though the sea's ground castle is cold, to get 
closer. 

Doraemon: 



Adaptable Light! This light when applied, whatever environment it is adaptable 
it allows us to reach that point. 

Nobita: 
Truthfully. Already the cold there is no more. 

Korona: 
Come on, to the sea's bottom let's descend quickly. 

Starting this level you are in the water, and in front of you is a large ramp 
going up and out of the water, beyond this the water forks off into a 'Y' type 
area inside the castle, you cannot enter the castle from the water, you must go 
up the ramp, but while in the castle you might fall into the water and you'll 
land here and have to follow the 'Y' shape to it's bottom and go up the ramp 
again. On the ramp you'll find a person. 

Person: 
You came to release us, to this castle from out of no where, a secret room 
there is hidden, in this place will be found, Big Santa's room, to go there is 
needed it seems. Big Santa, is tough to take on. Be careful please. 

Once you have climbed the ramp and are out of the water, to your right you'll 
see the King in a block, go up to it to receive the following messages. 

<When seeing king in block, before beating boss.> 

Korona: 
Huh? Deep sea's King it is. 

Nobita: 
A King stone statue? 

Korona: 
Well... caught up, like this inside one but... Besides, that's how it seems. 
Encircled like a picture he is stuck. 

Doraemon: 
Somehow makes me uneasy but, let's hurry onward. 

<After returning,  not having beating boss.> 

Korona: 
Deep Sea's King turned to a stone statue. Encircled powerfully, like picture he 
is stuck. 

Doraemon: 
Well. Somehow, worried this makes me... 

To the left of where the king is you'll encounter two top hat enemies, defeat 
them to cause the draw bridge to lower it's self. When entering the castle a 



Candle enemy is waiting just on the other side of the draw bridge, defeat him 
and climb up the stairs, there is also two small corners to the main entry with 
log like bridges, but nothing is located in these corners, and if you fall 
you'll go into the water and have to climb back up the ramp, you already 
previously climbed. From the draw bridge to the left you'll notice a triangle 
area with low water this is another place you'll drop down from if you fall 
further on, and have to go back to the beginning to get back up into the castle. 

Once you begin climbing the stairs two wizard enemies will appear as you go 
along the will turn left. At the top of the stirs walk up to the wall and 
follow it to the left there will be a door at the corner of this wall. Inside 
the door is the library, there are three main isles, the first two of them with 
ghosts in them. At the far right isle from where you entered the library you'll 
come to a two small stacks of books one on the left and one on the right, go to 
the one on the right a large book is on its top, the book will jump into the 
air, float up and down trying to hurt you, this is a enemy, and can be jumped 
on or shot. Jump onto the book stack that it was on, and to jump on top this 
book self or over it you'll need to use any of the characters except Jaian he 
can't jump to that height. On the other side of this self is a large area with 
two enemies treasure boxes, a hat enemy, and a Key, the far left box has the 
key, the two right ones are enemies. 

<In the library, in left side's treasure chest.> 

Deep Sea's Key was discovered!! 

After getting the key return to the shelf you just jumped over or off, to the 
right you'll find another stack of books, this time only Shizuka, or later if 
you've already finished the game once Korona, can jump to the top of this 
shelf. Now leave the library and enter the main area where the stairs where, 
after coming out the door, go straight this will bring you to another door. Off 
to the far left you'll see a fenced in area that cannot be entered from here. 
Enter the door directly opposite the one you left, inside this area you'll find 
moving floor sections, as you step on them they will slide to the side and try 
to drop you into the watered area below. There is a square room below fill with 
water about to knee height, and a triangle tunnel tat leads you back to the 
beginning area of the castle, if you fall down into this water area you'll need 
to go back to the beginning and climb the ramp and enter the castle again. The 
bright colored floor is the solid part, the darker colored ground is where the 
moving floor will drop down and slide away. Following the bright colored path 
will bring you to a area with four rotating platforms, one non-moving platform 
at the center, and three ghosts, the moving platforms circle in a 
counter-clockwise direction. Get on one and ride it until it stops before a 
hallway, you'll need to jump off and enter the hall, as you ride the platform 
the ghosts will disappear from there current positions and try to fly into you 
knocking you off the platform and into the water area below, if you move 
quickly you can usually jump to the hall way before the ghosts reappear. Follow 
the hall to a door, this door goes to the fenced in area that you saw before, 
go forward and right to find another door. Inside this door you'll find a 'T' 
shaped hall way with the left end being blocked at first and a locked door on 
the right. Defeat the wizard enemy here to open the blocked wall on the left, 
behind it is a room with four treasure chest enemies, nothing else is in here 
but these enemies, this of course would be confusing if you hadn't already 
found the key, but since you already got the key you simple know that it was a 
misleading room, and nothing useful was in it. Go up to the locked door on the 
other side of the hall way. 



<Door without key.> 

In this door, a key it requires. To Open, somewhere key needs to be acquired. 

<Door with Key.> 

Deep Sea's key was used. 

Once the door is open you'll see the Boss standing off in the distance with 
Snowmen standing in front of him and to his left and right. The door once you 
enter will not open again until after you defeat the Boss. 

The Boss is a giant Santa Claus, or ("Big Santa"  as he is known in the 
strategy guide), behind the eyebrows and beard his face is black with only two 
yellow eyes, and on each shoulder he has a patch on his coat, of two bells and 
a pine tree branch between them. On the big white bag that he carries over his 
right arm, it has the word "X,mas" in red paint with a reindeer's face wearing 
sunglasses, he has a red nose, and a paint brush with red paint on it in his 
teeth. When Santa is hit he becomes a large snowman, with broom stick for arms, 
the sweeping end outwards. A frown on his face, red triangle nose, thick dark 
eyebrows, and a red bucket for a hat on his head. The smaller snowmen also look 
like this once he has shot some snow out of his sack, they then jump to life 
and their faces change, they then get open mouths with sharp teeth and 
triangular type eyes. They then jump at you, the more damage you've caused to 
Santa the bigger the snowmen get, later when he is almost defeated they will 
spin around him, he can't walk into the corners or too near a wall, but he can 
send the snowmen after you. Other then running you over, and shooting snowmen 
out of his bag he also throws a punch at you, which launches a large snow ball 
towards you. Stay away as far as you can and shoot from a distance using 
Doraemon or Nobita, and run away as he comes towards you. 

<Before fighiting Boss.> 

Big Santa:
Hohoho, you'd like, present is that desired? Oh, to get that would be nice, 
...If I am defeated it'd be a gift. Hohoho... 

<If coming to and at least one king has been freed already.> 

Big Santa:
Hohoho, nice of you to come. Lovely it's about time. A gift of, a present let's 
assume I give. However, I posses them. Hohoho... 

<After beating Boss.> 

Big Santa:
Conceitedly... selfish, this was naughty. From now on, no more teasing. A fun, 
present you'd like? What was desired, take it's good! 

<It begains to snow in this room, and A white ribbon wrapped present will then 



appear. As you get close to it the present will unflod reveaing the Parlor 
fishing Pond. You'll have to wait untill the unfolded package dissapear and 
then you can get the item, no message appears when taking it.> 

***Talking to King when beating Boss*** 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Deep Sea King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Deep Sea King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Doraemon: 
According to Mr. Woody, King the FairySpirit Stones where split you could be 
able effectively revive he said they might work however... 

Deep Sea King: 
FairySpirit stones revive... Is that so, Evil King's seal to break that his 
intention? Okay, in that case to finish him it might be possible. However, 
additionally Deep Sea's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Deep Sea King: 
Also, besides Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Deep Sea King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for this children take care please... 

<After rescuing one or two kings and beating this boss without any Deep Sea 
FairySpirit Stones fragments.> 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 



You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Deep Sea King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Nobita: 
To us you can leave this you please! The FairySpirit Stone split was made 
certainly, Evil King's try at the seal visible. 

Deep Sea King: 
What! ...Yeah, with all of you, it might be possible. Okay, Deep Sea's 
FairySpirit Stone fragments there are 3 in all to collect. In this case, the 
FairySpirit stones to be restored might be possible. 

Jaian: 
FairySpirit Stone fragments there are 3 of... 

Deep Sea King: 
Also, besides Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Deep Sea King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for this children take care please... 

<After Boss with no other King rescued and having all 3 Deep Sea's FairySpirit 
Stones fragments.> 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 



Deep Sea King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Doraemon: 
According to Mr. Woody, King the FairySpirit Stones where split you could be 
able effectively revive he said they might work however... 

Deep Sea King: 
The FairySpirit Stone fragments... Is this why, Evil King's seal attack was 
planned? Okay, in that case to restore might be possible. However, additionally 
Earth's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Deep Sea King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Deep Sea dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 

Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Deep Sea King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 
world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Deep Sea King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<After Boss with one King rescued and having all 3 Deep Sea FairySpirit Stone 
fragments.> 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Deep Sea King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 



barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Doraemon: 
By the way, King please fix. The FairySpirit Stone to be restored is needed! 

Deep Sea King: 
The FairySpirit Stone fragments... Is this why, Evil King's seal attack was 
planned? Okay, in that case to restore might be possible. However, additionally 
Earth's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Deep Sea King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Deep Sea dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 

Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Deep Sea King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 
world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Deep Sea King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<Having both other crystals completed then coming here to have him complete the 
final one.> 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Earth King! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, say there Korona princess I'm proud! Your shape like that is sorry... 
Evil Kings actions did this? Pitifully... 

Korona: 
I'm alright. King, this is such... 

Deep Sea King: 
Yeah, everyone thanks to you ruler was removed, Evil King wages war on the 
barrier his military is how he makes a living of his lessening there is no 
sign... 

Doraemon: 



By the way, King please fix. The FairySpirit Stone to be restored is needed! 

Deep Sea King: 
The FairySpirit Stone fragments... Is this why, Evil King's seal attack was 
planned? Okay, in that case to restore might be possible. However, additionally 
Earth's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Deep Sea King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Deep Sea dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 

Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Deep Sea King: 
Great! Finally complete the FairySpirit stone is restored. With this, Evil 
Kings fate has lost power to escape. However... the FairySpirit stones compared 
to former limits aren't as sparkling... Evil King's seal removed that magic, 
Evil King to be weakened is still needed.  is Serious this is not however, all 
of you have almost accomplished a end. Keep trying as he falls behind. 

Doraemon: 
The Evil King place, how will we get there? 

Deep Sea King: 
Yes. The FairySpirit stone, to his mansion is the place, they will guide to 
this end it seems. Evil King's magic attacks it's insides. Then, opening look 
for, his chest pendant aim for. 

Korona: 
It is there, Evil King's weakness! 

Deep Sea King: 
Be seeing ya. 

Doraemon: 
Great! Evil King's seal we'll try to enter that world, peace will be regained!! 

Deep Sea King: 
Be careful. FairySpirits are forever. These children kindly, look after please. 

***Beating boss then returning to level and talking with king still in block*** 

<After beating boss and returning to this level's King to talk with No crystal 
pieces.> 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Nobita: 
No, that's still... 



Deep Sea King: 
Also, besides Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Deep Sea King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for this children take care please... 

<Talking to king after beating boss, with all crystal still needing to be 
joined together, and you have them all.> 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Doraemon: 
Here these 3 all of them. 

Deep Sea King: 
Very well there is enough. Okay well then the FairySpirit Stone restored this 
is the way. In the Great Deep Sea dwell the FairySpirits... This is a life 
holder, this fairies become after dying, once again evil's seal sparkles with 
refreshing! 

Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Deep Sea King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 
world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Deep Sea King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<Talking to king after beating boss, If you have all three crystal pieces, but 
not yet combined and have already completed the other two crystals.> 

<Talking to king after beating boss, with all crystal still needing to be 
joined together, and you have them all.> 

Deep Sea King: 
Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Doraemon: 
Here these 3 all of them. 



Deep Sea King: 
Very well there is enough. Okay well then the FairySpirit Stone restored this 
is the way. In the Great Deep Sea dwell the FairySpirits... This is a life 
holder, this fairies become after dying, once again evil's seal sparkles with 
refreshing! 

Deep Sea's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Deep Sea King: 
Great! Finally complete the FairySpirit stone is restored. With this, Evil 
Kings fate has lost power to escape. However... the FairySpirit stones compared 
to former limits aren't as sparkling... Evil King's seal removed that magic, 
Evil King to be weakened is still needed.  is Serious this is not however, all 
of you have almost accomplished a end. Keep trying as he falls behind. 

Doraemon: 
The Evil King place, how will we get there? 

Deep Sea King: 
Yes. The FairySpirit stone, to his mansion is the place, they will guide to 
this end it seems. Evil King's magic attacks it's insides. Then, opening look 
for, his chest pendant aim for. 

Korona: 
It is there, Evil King's weakness! 

Deep Sea King: 
Be seeing ya. 

Doraemon: 
Great! Evil King's seal we'll try to enter that world, peace will be regained!! 

Deep Sea King: 
Be careful. FairySpirits are forever. These children kindly, look after please. 

<Talking to King with this crystal completed already.> 

Deep Sea King: 
With things this way, Evil King's strength to be regained is stopped... This 
way the fairy quickly cover, all of you to this world have returned it from the 
foreign invaders... Immediately Evil King's seal brings, peace was regained as 
he falls behind. 



<Large Area 2, when you have Jack Bean.> 

This is detour, to pass this way there is something, that needs to be located. 

Doraemon: 
Jack Bean!

Korona: 
Wow... Completely like folk tale as you wanted. This is the same as story to go 
to the sky it is possible. 

Nobita: 
Okay, let's go up and see! 

Korona: 
This opens up into the sky. I was born and raised in this sky world. 

Shizuka: 
Wow, what a wonderful place. 

Korona: 
Here, already Evil King has spoiled and tossed aside... 

Doraemon: 
I know. Sky's FairySpirit stone will take care of, this world, Evil king let's 
take it back from! 

<When going up to the Mysterious Bird Roku. Bird-like dragon with extended 
wings infront of tree without All flight control.> 

Jaian: 
Wow huge that is... 

Korona: 
This bird is Roku to continue on this large tree's top in spit of it being her 
dwelling... Protecting this thick large tree yet it has be occupied, Roku can 
scale it and drive them out. 

Shizuka: 
Wow, we sympathize with... 

Korona: 
That is before long, Roku will bring down them, something to ride in exists so 
it is said... 

Doraemon: 
Perhaps, FairySpirit Stone's fragments might be there. 

Shizuka: 
Roku, can we take a ride on, to go are you ready to? 

Korona: 
That is... Roku is quite obedient it might be that it's nature is very mild. 
Surely, it's not running away. 



Suneo: 
Radio Control it's needed to enjoy flying still. 

<Returning to Roku without the All flight control.> 

Roku, acting up with cowardliness yet it is possible, to take a ride one thing 
is needed.

<To Level 10.> 

<When going to where clouds hide island off to the side of the large tree, 
without Hight Copter.> 

Nobita: 
Wow, a terrible storm. 

Korona: 
The sky around here is, always storms settle there. 

Shizuka: 
...Oh? To get through all that somehow we must. 

Suneo: 
Oh! Truly. Perhaps, FairySpirit Stone's fragment is there! 

Jaian: 
Okay. Let's go look! 

Nobita: 
Just a minute wait. In the sky to fly, to such a place, we don't have anything 
to do it. 

<Leaving and coming back without the Height Copter.> 

To go there, someway to fly is needed... 

<To Level 11.> 

<When going to Castle in Cloud area, without Cloud Hardening Gas> 

Shizuka: 
Wow...  such a wonderful place... 

Korona: 
This increases, the sky's volume. My father, the Sky King to rules this castle. 

Nobita: 
In other words, Korona you say that you live there. Suneo isn't better then, 
not at all better then him. 



Suneo: 
Poor it is to make a comparison. 

Korona: 
Umf... <giggle> ...my wise father is a peaceful leader... 

Nobita: 
That's right! Quick Korona's papa let's go and help! 

Doraemon: 
Yeah. However, how can we go what do you think? 

Korona: 
Oh, humans can't, and we where doing well. 

Doraemon: 
It can't be helped. We'll have to leave and come back. 

<After leaving and returning without Cloud Hardening Gas.> 

Clouds to cross over making one in the sky harder is needed to go there. 

<To Level 12.> 

Sky's peaceful wilderness 
Level 9 <No new message when entering this level.> 

After planting Jack bean in Main Area 1's dirt mound this level is now 
accessible. As you Enter main area 2 it is on the other side of the large tree, 
jump out onto the first floating platform in the distance to start this level. 
You are now on a large island with two pink flower areas, in these areas are 
venous flytrap type plants that open their moth as you get close and they try 
to bite you, when your not near them they spend their time lowering there jaws 
seemingly wipe off their mouth with the petal on their left and right 
alternately. These enemies can easily be avoided, but there are also three bees 
that are flying around as you begin this level. Turn around so a yellowish 
island in the distance is on your right. Walk to the closest edge of your 
starting island to this yellow one, and you'll see three small platforms, two 
of which are moving. Wait for the first platform to get near before jumping 
onto it won't come completely up to the island, it will then move towards the 
second floating platform, here you can walk off and onto the other, it doesn't 
move but there are two large birds circling it that will knock you off the 
moving platforms if you are in there way. These birds are blue with red tipped 
wings, tail feathers, and a crest on the top of it's head, they look in a small 
way like a pterosaur except for the three tail feathers, they can be shot or 
jumped on to defeat them. The third platform will come up against this middle 
one and will take you to a another island. Here you'll encounter three Pea pod 
birds, if you don't jump they won't harm you, they can be shot of jumped on to 
defeat them also. To your right is a walk way to another island, but as you 
step on the walkway it's sections will drop down jump from one section to 
another, only the first and last pieces will come back up the others will fall 
into the abyss below, and will then magically reappear about 25 seconds later. 
Use the sinking platforms of this walkway to get the following items. 



<Stand on first sinking platform, and allow to take you down to treasure chest, 
to get spunge-like item.> 

Translation (standing pepper) Jelly was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret 
tools!! 

<On the far falling platform, wait until it finishes falling also, to find 
another teasure chest, a sterring controller type thing.> 

All Flight Control was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

After getting the Flight Control and the other if you want, walk onto this next 
island, at the center is a giant tree, it's branches are too far off the ground 
to jump into, but you'll be up in this tree later on in the level. Here you'll 
find some little owl enemies, they look a bit like the Goombas in the Super 
Mario Bros. games with very tiny wings and beaks. They generally fly in circles 
and try to run into you causing you harm, they fly up and away and then come 
back later after they've flown in a a circle. Shoot or jump onto them to defeat 
them. Walk off onto the moving platform and cross onto the next one, it will 
take you up into the air, if you wish to go back down again simply jump while 
standing, when it has reached it's top-most position. A third platform will 
move up against this second one when you are up in the air, moss onto it to get 
onto the large yellow island you noticed earlier, between here and the island 
fly's another blue red bird so be careful. On the yellow island there is only 
one group of pink flowers, some more bees, and another venous flytrap. To your 
right a bridge will extend from the edge of this yellow island, walk out onto 
it and it will meet another at the center, where they meet a blue-red bird 
circles and you will be directly over the walk way you walked on earlier, if 
you miss the second extending bridge try to land on the walkway below and move 
quickly off it. The other bridge comes from a large meteorite type rock. Here 
is a triangle shaped tunnel that turns to the right, where your encounter a 
clam enemy, shoot or simply avoid him. Behind him are three more platforms, 
walk onto the moving one, wait on the center one and ride the third onto a 
second yellow island, here you'll find a person below a tree, in the tree 
you'll find a treasure chest, jump onto the tress' branches to climb it. Around 
the tree there are also owls and another blue-red bird. 

Person: 
Yesterday a tool was located. However, it's height is way up, yet all of you 
might know how to get. To take it you must go up there however there are owls. 
Jam like it is. 

<tresure in a tree, milk bottle.> 

Voice Vitamin was 
retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

Once in the trees branches you'll notice that on the opposite side of where the 
person was, you'll find that a moving platform comes up to the tree, jump from 



the branch onto it, this will take you to another moving platform, but you'll 
need to jump onto it, and it will take you to the top of the first tall tree 
that you encountered before, rather then taking the chance of jumping into 
it's branches jump onto the blue platform on your left, a blue-red bird circles 
here but won't attack. From here jump left again onto another moving platform, 
it will stop near a final platform that won't move until you jump onto it, this 
final platform will take you to the island where the boss is located. She is 
simply known as Harpy in the strategy guide. 

She is a winged woman with a red head piece with two points on it in a 'V' 
shape, she has black circles around her eyes, red pants with two tails 
feathers, black bikini top, black boots with two spikes in front and one in 
back on each foot, black arm-gloves, and large red bat wings, who's insides are 
reddish grey. She is a Harpy part bird part woman. As the she appears six 
pillars will rise from the ground three to the left and the right. On the right 
they will be short, medium and tall. On the left side the middle one will be 
the smallest, and have two larger pillars on either side. She will attach at a 
distance with three tornado type funnel clouds, that follow you, run away as 
they lower themselves and follow you, then jump over them or onto a platform to 
wait until they disappear. She will then fly towards you and try to swoop down 
and kick you with her spiked feet, then fly up into the air and away in the 
opposite direction. She can get stuck momentarily behind the pillars, and she 
won't be able to fly past it until you shoot or jump onto her head. The best 
strategy is to wait until she comes at you then as she fly's down, jump into 
the air and shoot. As with all bosses she will be at the center of the screen 
and the the pillars can block the view as you are playing, try to get her to 
fly back and forth between the row of pillars, after you hit her she will fly 
past you, and you'll have to turn around before she starts to fly at you and 
kick attack again. Keep her going back and forth from one side to the other and 
time your shoots as she is descending. 

Harpy: 
Wow, what a charming visitor. Enough with, the hospitality's. I'm, done with, 
being nice, to you people. With pleasure, ...be defeated!! 

<After beating boss.> 

Harpy: 
Muf <muffled voice> In this I was, by these children defeated it can't be... 
this must be a dream. In a dream that is certain. 

<Sky's FairySpirit Stone fragment, Part 1 appears no message when getting it. 
You'll then appear back at Woody and in Main Area 1.> 

<After beating boss once and returning to this level.> 

Harpy: 
Uhuhu... <laughter> again you came. Last time, you dared to try my, beauty was 
ruined, with mud I was covered. I am, angry I'll teach you till you give up! 

<After beating boss a second time.> 



Harpy: 
Boohoo... <crying> True, again I was defeated... It was a, accident 
accidentally, you have  won. Today, this much I'm done with it. ...Gosh. 

Mysterious Bird Roku (This stage is of shooting) 
<Level 10, with All flight control.> 

Roku, acting up with cowardliness yet it is possible, to take a ride one thing 
is needed.

Doraemon: 
All flight control! This joystick when it is worn, freely this flight control 
can go through here. with this Roku can be skillfully guided, until yesterday 
Roku owned this now it will go. 

Korona: 
It is asked of you, Roku. Go for it! 

This level is a flat view of the bird flying up the side of the tree, enemies 
will come down from the top of the screen in most cases, except for the single 
blue-red birds which come from behind. Press 'B' to shoot a fire ball at the 
enemies, other then the single blue-red birds, none of the other enemies can be 
defeated on this level. You can move forwards, backwards to the left and right 
on the screen, but the motion of the bird and it's speed up the tree stays the 
same. The best strategy for this level is to keep holding left or right as you 
go forward, trying to avoid running into the branches of the tree, if all your 
hits are gone and you are hit again, the camera angle will change and show you 
and Roku falling from the tree. The enemies appear in the following patterns. 
They can go through the tree branches but it you try you'll get hurt from the 
branches. 

Bees come from the sides move from side to side across the screen and away 
towards the top of the tree. No action needed to avoid. 

Owls, dropping down in a group they fall in a 'V' shaped pattern. Move to the 
left or right as they appear to avoid. 

Bees come from the sides move from side to side across the screen and away 
towards the top of the tree. No action needed to avoid. 

Peapod birds in a one on either side comes from the top of the screen and down 
off the bottom. Stay in the center, or if still turning from the owls, these 
birds can be avoided if still turning. 

Bees half circle from top left to bottom left of screen. No action needed to 
avoid. 

Bees half circle from top right to bottom right of screen. No action needed to 
avoid. 

Drifting owls slowly falling they separate a little as they drop and you can go 
between them, or simply go to the side and avoid the entire group, they speed 
up as they get closer to you and aim themselves at your position, in a downward 



straight angle. 

Single Blue-red bird from bottom of screen, fly's up and over you, lands on the 
tree in font of you, and fires at you, first a center shoot, then two at once 
left and right, and then repeats and fly's away. He can be defeated by Shooting 
him after he lands on the tree. It takes 10 shots to defeat him. 

Bees half circle from top left to bottom left of screen. No action needed to 
avoid. 

Bees half circle from top right to bottom right of screen. No action needed to 
avoid. 

Two blue-red birds, come from both sides of the screen, and move left and right 
shooting two shoots each and then flying downwards where they can run into you. 
It's nearly impossible to avoid getting hit at least once by these, try fly to 
the side so only a few shoots will hit you. 

Two blue-red birds, come from both sides of the screen, and move left and right 
shooting two shoots each and then flying downwards where they can run into you. 

Seven peapod birds in a 'V' shape formation, move to the sides to the side to 
avoid them. 

Single Blue-red bird from bottom of screen, fly's up and over you, lands on the 
tree in font of you, and fires at you, first a center shoot, then two at once 
left and right. He can be defeated by Shooting him after he lands on the tree. 
It takes 10 shots to defeat him. 

The top of the tree has fiver ledges, and a nest at it's center. Once you pass 
the ledges, the camera angle will change showing you above the nest and 
descending. In the nest are three eggs and a treasure chest, here you'll get 
the Second part of Sky's FairySpirit Stone. You'll need to play through this 
level again to get the second item. 

<Finish bird level 1st time to get, Red Crystal Part 2.> 

Sky's FairySpirit Stone fragment was obtained!! 

<Finish Bird Level 2nd time to get, Height Copter.> 

Height Copter was 
retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

<Nothing after getting second item when playing through this level, he flys up 
and the screen fades and you appear back at Woody.> 

Stormy Night Sky 
<Level 11, with Height Copter.> 



To go there, someway to fly is needed... 

Doraemon: 
Height Copter! ...Oh! It's battery, is already nearly causing it to stop. With 
this, only so far it will go... 

Nobita: 
That good? Well, what can be done? 

Doraemon: 
A little at a time, and then letting it rest, some how it will carry... 

Korona: 
Attach this, these floating islands are few yet it is possible, then will it be 
finished? 

Suneo: 
That's like, a mistake to fall from sky! 

Jaian: 
Besides in that case trying is the thing to calm down!! 

Doraemon: 
Good, idea. Yet, what remains there isn't too much. The Height Copter's 
rotating becomes slow when it goes, before floating island can be landed on. 

You start this level with the Height Copter already attached to your head, 
press the 'A' button to jump into the air, you will float there at that height, 
you will be able to float until its power has been drained then it will slow 
and stop, you'll have to land on something again to before it will have enough 
power to allow you to float again. Once floating 'A' button will take you up 
even more and Z will cause you to lower. Your on a star shaped island, in the 
sky at the beginning of this level, and it is raining, there is also an owl 
enemy here. The first island you need to fly to is behind you and is to the 
right of a dark cloud, the island is the thing with the pointed bottom. Here 
you'll find another owl, to the left you'll see another long dark cloud and to 
the left of that another island fly to that. It is possible to fly to this 
third sky island from the first, but if your new to the flight remember that it 
takes almost ever second of flight time to reach it. Here you'll find a person 
and four owls, you need to talk with this person to get the item to used to 
open the next level. 

<When talking to person> 

Person: 
On the moon, FairySpirit Stone at this time is there. However, this has a 
sweet, traditional feeling, to go on and stay up, among the large clouds, clear 
up it will, that is regrettable. Oh, that's right. Come to think of it pick 
this up, it'll help lift you. 

<After talking to person Chest appears.> 

Cloud Hardening Gas was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

<Returning to person to talk to them again. 



Person: 
It is good being able to do this. To the moon continue and the owls defeat... 
However, an item somewhere on an island there seems to appear. 

After getting the item from the chest, jump into the air and fly towards the 
next small sky islandit is to the left of another small dark cloud. From here 
jump and fly up through a giant grey cloud, it covers the entire level at this 
height, fly up through it and you'll find a island near it's top at the center 
of the level. Land on this yellow diamond shaped island, even way up here there 
are owls, two of them are on this island, from here turn so the white cloud is 
in front of you, to the left of this is the next sky island with two owls on 
it. Land there, or simply fly over it and continue onto the second yellow 
diamond shaped island, as you approch it two birds will fly away from it, this 
is your hint that there is something special about it, land on it, and now turn 
to face the moon and fly twords it, if the moon was a giant ball, get about as 
close as the outer edge of it would be, then turn around and head back towards 
the island, this time as the birds fly away one will leave a treasure chest, 
you can also make the chest appear by flying to the moon landing on it and 
defeating the two owls there. 

<Head towards the moon from the top most island, then after getting close it's 
outer edge fly back to the Island you just left, and a bird will drop treasure 
chest.> 

String to String Telephone was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

After getting the item, if you wish, fly to the moon, at the center of it's 
crescent, are two owls and the third Fairy Spirit Stone fragment. 

<Return to this level after getting crystal piece, to find treasure chest on 
top of the moon.> 

Camping Capsule was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

Heavenly sky Castle 
<Stage 12, with Cloud Hardening Gas.> 

To go there, someway to fly is needed... 

Doraemon: 
Cloud Hardening Gas! This gas if it is sprayed, the clouds become hardened. 

Jaian: 
Great! Using clouds allows crossing the sky when on them!! 

Korona: 
Here waits, my father. Quick to his aid let's go! 



You start this level on the outside of the Sky castle, defeat the two Tophat 
enemies on either side of the doors, to get them to open into the castle's 
courtyard. Here you'll find two pink flower areas three bees, a ramp leading up 
to the castles door, and the king frozen in a block. 

<When going up to Sky King in the block.> 

Korona: 
Oh! Father!! 

Doraemon: 
Korona this your father? That is to say, this is the sky's king. 

Shizuka: 
Is it a stone statue I wonder? 

Korona: 
No, a stone statue this is not such a disaster... Besides, terrible crisis like 
a picture he is stuck... It was some kind of change... 

Doraemon: 
Umm... don't worry, to the future let's advance... 

Korona: 
Yes, well... (father) 

<After leaving and returning.> 

Korona: 
Father turned to a stone statue... This strong and powerful barrier causes... 
uneasiness. 

Doraemon: 
Umm... however, now there is no choice but to go onward. 

<After freeing at least one other king.> 

Korona: 
Oh! Father!! 

Doraemon: 
Korona this your father? That is to say, this is the sky's king. 

Korona: 
It was the Evil King! Father this was until changed into this form... Forgive 
me!! 

Jaian: 
Quickly, to the castle and the Evil King's helper let's finish off so things 
will return to normal! 

Korona: 
Thank You, everyone! Just wait, father... 



<Leaving and coming back, after freeing at least one other king.> 

Father, just wait... surely you'll be rescued! 

Nobita: 
That's the Right, idea! 

The Door of the castle is not lock enter it and follow the the red carpet the 
stairs and elevator platform, jump onto the platform to get it to raise, jump 
on it again to cause it to lower. At the elevators top turn right, and follow 
the ramp down into a large room with five treasure chests, all except one are 
chest enemies. Get the item if you want. 

<Tresure box upstairs, with camera second from the left.> 

Dress-up Camera was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

In this room there is also a door, this will take you into another area with 
five floating platforms, four on the sides and one in the middle that is at a 
great height. Jump onto the farthest platform away from the door, this will 
cause it and the other platforms to rise up, both Suneo and Jaian can't jump 
well enough to get on the platform and you'll need to use one of the other 
characters. Jump from her to the platform on your left and continue jumping 
from platform to platform in a clock-wise circle, as you do each platform will 
rise slightly more then the one before, until you can reach the center 
platform. On this you'll find the key. 

<Finding Key, in center platform treasure box.> 
Sky's Key was found!! 

After getting the key return to where you got off the elevator, follow the red 
carpet, here you'll come to a area with six floating platforms, walk from one 
to the next as they move about, being careful not to fall off, each pair of 
platforms moves in a clock-wise circle and then comes into contact with a 
platform from the next pair. As you ride the third pair the of platforms you 
will be brought up to the door and it will open, you must walk to it, as it 
opens without standing on the platform you'll fall before the door finishes 
opening, if you jump at it. You'll now be on the castle walls, walk from here 
to the outer front corner jump up onto it cross over the top of the entrance of 
the courtyard and continue to the other front corner section, as you turn to 
head towards a new door drop down to the lower wall, and then if you want to 
get another item, jump down onto the cloud bank on your right follow the wall 
towards the front of gate and you will come to a person. If you go down to talk 
to this person and get this item by jump down from the castle wall you'll need 
to enter the main gate and work your way back here. 



<Talking to person in sky castle level.) 

Person: 
The king to be rescued is the reason you came. However, Evil King's helper, 
unusualy difficult run away from and pervoke... However, Evil King's helper is 
completely ignorante of how to get away, somehow you'll succeed. I would do 
this, it's just that... If you can, the king rescue please. 

<Treasure box appears.> 

<Return to person> 

Person: 
If you can, the king rescue please. 

<Opening treasure chest person revealed.> 
Time Tv was retrieved!! <number> of, the secret tools!! 

Once you go up to the door on the castle wall you'll get the following messages. 

<When walking up to locked door.> 
In this door, a key it requires. To Open, somewhere key needs to be acquired. 

<Walking up to door with Key.> 
Sky's Key was used. 

The other side of this locked door has a series of moving platforms, that 
continually move towards the door, you most jump from one to the next without 
falling, if you fall you'll have to go back to the elevator and ride it up 
again and retrace your steps from there. These moving platforms can also be 
difficult do to the fact that if your camera angle isn't close to the character 
your view will be blocked by the doorway as you go through. After crossing 
these platforms follow the red carpet up a ramp and into a room with a black 
and white tiled floor, this is the boss' room walk along it's left wall until 
you reach the back of it, don't go out into the middle of the room until your 
farther way from the door. Once on the opposite wall from the door, walk 
towards the center of the room, once you get about seven titles from the wall 
the Boss will enter the room, and you'll need to run back towards the wall as 
the boss charges at you. In the strategy guide he is simply known as Centaur. 

The boss is a Centaur with four legs and the lower half of his body as a horse, 
and from waist upwards is that of a humans. In his right hand he carries a 
lance that he'll try to squire you with or swing from the side like a baseball 
bat. Both his wrists have bracelet like arm protectors. He will charge at you 
and try to run you over or hit you with his lance, when he is close he'll raise 
up on his hind legs, and try to hit you with his front legs. As you enter go to 
the follow the wall to the back of the room and as he enters stay against the 
wall and walk at a normal pace along it, this will cause him to run into the 
wall, the only thing you have to worry about is going out to far from the wall 
and making sure your not turning the corner as he charges. When he hits the 
wall he will be stunned from a few seconds allowing you to walk away and then 



he will soon charge at you again. No prize for beating him this first time 
after beating the level once and returning you will get a 'Mini Doraemon'. 

<If you haven't freed any other king yet.> 

Centaur: 
Hahaha... finally, you've come. Children will be defeated, it's my hobby to 
knock things to the ground, there is no hope for you. Evil King's ways, don't 
get in the way of, who every you are, allow this I will not. Well then, ...come 
on, win or loose. 

<With at least one king already released.> 

Centaur: 
My oh my, your determined yet that is not good. Too much persistence, is 
disliked. ...It might be better. Just this once, this try will be given. ..If 
it'll give you peace of mind. Quickly, this will be easy to do. 

<Middle of battle.> 

Centaur: 
Umph... <expression of egsostion> quick you are. In that case, from here on, 
only small attempts so far, now let's try. 

<After beating Boss> 

Centaur: 
As for me, my charging attacks where used against me... ...Nothing, to regret. 

<After having beaten boss at least once and returning to fight him again.> 

Centaur: 
Come on. It was a child that did, but I don't take it seriously. However, 
before I was going easy on you. With another try, Evil King will completely be 
restored. As for me, I'm impressed at defeat yet again is impossible, it won't 
happen again! 

<Halfway point> 

Centaur: 
Foooy! <expression of disliking something> Of course, this is what I dislike. 
However, to win or loose is still to come. Let's try again! 

<After beating boss second time or more.> 

Centaur: 
Fooy, why that happened, somehow its... Besides, it's something to be learned... 



***When beating boss and meeting king, king's messages*** 

<When defeating boss with no Crystal pieces, and no other king rescued.> 

Sky King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Father! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! ...It's good that... 

Sky King: 
Great Korona! Isn't that you Korona! With that shape... Is that, what Evil King 
did? I have a plan to gain victory, you'll all together shouldn't have a 
difficult time with... If we're allow to fall behind... 

Korona: 
No, I wasn't the one that did it.  Everyone here, their help was given. 

Sky King: 
That is true. Everyone, I really thank you. To Korona's assistance you came. 

Suneo: 
Yeah, something like that. 

Jaian: 
Worrying is useless when help is gathered. 

Shizuka: 
Korona to, Us is greatly important companion to have. 

Nobita: 
Yeah. With friendship of the best kind there is no worrying, not silent while 
looking after us. 

Doraemon: 
I know that. Mr. Nobita, once and a while is considerate it is said. 

Nobita: 
Once and a while bad things need to be overcome! 

Sky King: 
Hahaha. No no, all that you've said is delightful. To Korona you sure are a 
good friend. 

Korona: 
Yes! 

Doraemon: 
According to Mr. Woody, King the FairySpirit Stones where split you could be 
able effectively revive he said they might work however... 

Sky King: 



FairySpirit stones revive... Is that so, Evil King's seal to break that his 
intention? Okay, in that case to finish him might be possible. However, 
additionally Sky's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Sky King: 
Also, besides Sky's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Sky King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for these children take care please... 

<When going to King with no Crystal pieces, and at least one other king 
rescued.> 

Sky King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Father! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! ...It's good that... 

Sky King: 
Great Korona! Isn't that you Korona! With that shape... Is that, what Evil King 
did? I have a plan to gain victory, you'll all together shouldn't have a 
difficult time with... If we're allow to fall behind... 

Korona: 
No, I wasn't the one that did it.  Everyone here, their help was given. 

Sky King: 
That is true. Everyone, I really thank you. To Korona's assistance you came. 

Suneo: 
Yeah, something like that. 

Jaian: 
Worrying is useless when help is gathered. 

Shizuka: 
Korona to, Us is greatly important companion to have. 

Nobita: 
Yeah. With friendship of the best kind there is no worrying, not silent while 
looking after us. 

Doraemon: 
I know that. Mr. Nobita, once and a while is considerate it is said. 

Nobita: 
Once and a while bad things need to be overcome! 



Sky King: 
Hahaha. No no, all that you've said is delightful. To Korona you sure are a 
good friend. 

Korona: 
Yes! 

Doraemon: 
By the way, King please fix. The FairySpirit Stone to be restored is needed! 

Sky King: 
What! ...Yeah, with all of you, it might be possible. Okay, Earth's FairySpirit 
Stone fragments there are 3 in all to collect. In this case, the FairySpirit 
stones to be restored might be possible. 

Jaian: 
FairySpirit Stone fragments there are 3 of... 

Sky King: 
Also, besides Sky's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Sky King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for this children take care please... 

<When going to King with all Crystal pieces, and no other king rescued.> 

Sky King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Father! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! ...It's good that... 

Sky King: 
Great Korona! Isn't that you Korona! With that shape... Is that, what Evil King 
did? I have a plan to gain victory, you'll all together shouldn't have a 
difficult time with... If we're allow to fall behind... 

Korona: 
No, I wasn't the one that did it.  Everyone here, their help was given. 

Sky King: 
That is true. Everyone, I really thank you. To Korona's assistance you came. 

Suneo: 
Yeah, something like that. 

Jaian: 
Worrying is useless when help is gathered. 



Shizuka: 
Korona to, Us is greatly important companion to have. 

Nobita: 
Yeah. With friendship of the best kind there is no worrying, not silent while 
looking after us. 

Doraemon: 
I know that. Mr. Nobita, once and a while is considerate it is said. 

Nobita: 
Once and a while bad things need to be overcome! 

Sky King: 
Hahaha. No no, all that you've said is delightful. To Korona you sure are a 
good friend. 

Korona: 
Yes! 

Doraemon: 
According to Mr. Woody, King the FairySpirit Stones where split you could be 
able effectively revive he said they might work however... 

Sky King: 
FairySpirit stones revive... Is that so, Evil King's seal to break that his 
intention? Okay, in that case to finish him might be possible. However, 
additionally Sky's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Sky King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Sky dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 

Sky's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Sky King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 
world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Sky King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<Rescuing 1 or more kings then beating this boss having all pieces to this 
crystal.> 



Sky King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Father! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! ...It's good that... 

Sky King: 
Great Korona! Isn't that you Korona! With that shape... Is that, what Evil King 
did? I have a plan to gain victory, you'll all together shouldn't have a 
difficult time with... If we're allow to fall behind... 

Korona: 
No, I wasn't the one that did it.  Everyone here, their help was given. 

Sky King: 
That is true. Everyone, I really thank you. To Korona's assistance you came. 

Suneo: 
Yeah, something like that. 

Jaian: 
Worrying is useless when help is gathered. 

Shizuka: 
Korona to, Us is greatly important companion to have. 

Nobita: 
Yeah. With friendship of the best kind there is no worrying, not silent while 
looking after us. 

Doraemon: 
I know that. Mr. Nobita, once and a while is considerate it is said. 

Nobita: 
Once and a while bad things need to be overcome! 

Sky King: 
Hahaha. No no, all that you've said is delightful. To Korona you sure are a 
good friend. 

Korona: 
Yes! 

Doraemon: 
By the way, King please fix. The FairySpirit Stone to be restored is needed! 

Sky King: 
FairySpirit stones revive... Is that so, Evil King's seal to break that his 
intention? Okay, in that case to finish him might be possible. However, 
additionally Sky's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Sky King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Sky dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 



Sky's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Sky King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 
world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Sky King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<Beating boss with Having other 2 crystals complete and having all pieces.> 

Sky King: 
Great, all of you the Evil King's helper defeated but was he finished? Thank 
You!! Because of you, it's ruler's magic was defeated and put to an end. 

Korona: 
Father! It was close almost outdone but was a pleasure! ...It's good that... 

Sky King: 
Great Korona! Isn't that you Korona! With that shape... Is that, what Evil King 
did? I have a plan to gain victory, you'll all together shouldn't have a 
difficult time with... If we're allow to fall behind... 

Korona: 
No, I wasn't the one that did it.  Everyone here, their help was given. 

Sky King: 
That is true. Everyone, I really thank you. To Korona's assistance you came. 

Suneo: 
Yeah, something like that. 

Jaian: 
Worrying is useless when help is gathered. 

Shizuka: 
Korona to, Us is greatly important companion to have. 

Nobita: 
Yeah. With friendship of the best kind there is no worrying, not silent while 
looking after us. 

Doraemon: 
I know that. Mr. Nobita, once and a while is considerate it is said. 

Nobita: 
Once and a while bad things need to be overcome! 

Sky King: 
Hahaha. No no, all that you've said is delightful. To Korona you sure are a 
good friend. 



Korona: 
Yes! 

Doraemon: 
By the way, King please fix. The FairySpirit Stone to be restored is needed! 

Sky King: 
FairySpirit stones revive... Is that so, Evil King's seal to break that his 
intention? Okay, in that case to finish him might be possible. However, 
additionally Sky's FairySpirit stone pieces, all 3 are necessary... 

Shizuka: 
In that case, here... 

Sky King: 
Yes, hardening is possible somehow ideally. In the Great Sky dwells the 
FairySpirits... This is a life holder, this fairies become after dying, once 
again evil's seal sparkles with refreshing! 

Sky's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Sky King: 
Great! Finally complete the FairySpirit stone is restored. With this, Evil 
Kings fate has lost power to escape. However... the FairySpirit stones compared 
to former limits aren't as sparkling... Evil King's seal removed that magic, 
Evil King to be weakened is still needed.  is Serious this is not however, all 
of you have almost accomplished a end. Keep trying as he falls behind. 

Doraemon: 
The Evil King place, how will we get there? 

Sky King: 
Yes. The FairySpirit stone, to his mansion is the place, they will guide to 
this end it seems. Evil King's magic attacks it's insides. Then, opening look 
for, his chest pendant aim for. 

Korona: 
It is there, Evil King's weakness! 

Sky King: 
Be seeing ya. 

Doraemon: 
Great! Evil King's seal we'll try to enter that world, peace will be regained!! 

Sky King: 
Be careful. FairySpirits are forever. These children kindly, look after please. 

***Beating boss then returning to level and talking with king still in block*** 

<After beating boss and returning to this level's King to talk with No crystal 
pieces.> 

Sky King: 



Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Nobita: 
No, that's still... 

Sky King: 
Also, besides Earth's FairySpirit Stone fragments enough there needs to be. 
FairySpirit stone fragments, these on Earth somewhere must be. Although not 
complete, somehow try to collect them as you go. 

Doraemon: 
Yes. 3 of them, certainly we will return when gone. Wait for this please. 

Sky King: 
Thank You. FairySpirits will drop in, for this children take care please... 

<Talking to king after beating boss, with all crystal still needing to be 
joined together, and you have them all.> 

Sky King: 
Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Doraemon: 
Here these 3 all of them. 

Sky King: 
Very well there is enough. Okay well then the FairySpirit Stone restored this 
is the way. In the Great Sky dwell the FairySpirits... This is a life holder, 
this fairies become after dying, once again evil's seal sparkles with 
refreshing! 

Sky's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Sky King: 
The Seal, of the fairies was successful. However, FairySpirits strength was 
weakened because this, like olden times brightness peak this is not. Evil King 
is sealed in, now, he was weaken also. It's not very serious but to this 
world... awful beyond barrier of the world yet be strong and, keep on trying. 
All of you come back and look in on... 

Korona: 
Yes, we'll try. King, goodbye for now! 

Sky King: 
Thank You. Fairy world drop in again, these children look after please... 

<Talking to king after beating boss, If you have all three crystal pieces, but 
not yet combined and have already completed the other two crystals.> 

<Talking to king after beating boss, with all green crystal still needing to be 
joined together, and you have them all.> 

Sky King: 



Great, all of you! FairySpirit Stone fragments have you found them I wonder? 

Doraemon: 
Here these 3 all of them. 

Sky King: 
Very well there is enough. Okay well then the FairySpirit Stone restored this 
is the way. In the Great Sky dwell the FairySpirits... This is a life holder, 
this fairies become after dying, once again evil's seal sparkles with 
refreshing! 

Sky's FairySpirit Stone restored. 

Sky King: 
Great! Finally complete the FairySpirit stone is restored. With this, Evil 
Kings fate has lost power to escape. However... the FairySpirit stones compared 
to former limits aren't as sparkling... Evil King's seal removed that magic, 
Evil King to be weakened is still needed.  is Serious this is not however, all 
of you have almost accomplished a end. Keep trying as he falls behind. 

Doraemon: 
The Evil King place, how will we get there? 

Sky King: 
Yes. The FairySpirit stone, to his mansion is the place, they will guide to 
this end it seems. Evil King's magic attacks it's insides. Then, opening look 
for, his chest pendant aim for. 

Korona: 
It is there, Evil King's weakness! 

Sky King: 
Be seeing ya. 

Doraemon: 
Great! Evil King's seal we'll try to enter that world, peace will be regained!! 

Sky King: 
Be careful. FairySpirits are forever. These children kindly, look after please. 

<Talking to King with this crystal completed already.> 

Sky King: 
With things this way, Evil King's strength to be regained is stopped... This 
way the fairy quickly cover, all of you to this world have returned it from the 
foreign invaders... Immediately Evil King's seal brings, peace was regained as 
he falls behind. 

Final Battle versus Evil King 
<Need all nine fragments of the FairySpirit stones and each king to fix their 
stone.> 



After getting all nine of the FairySpirit Stone Fragments, and having each king 
fix their stone, a red beam of light will appear in Main Area 1 near Woody, 
this will transport you up to a fortress in the sky, where the Evil King is. It 
looks a bit like the Parthenon and it has inscriptions on it's sides near the 
edge that also appear to be in Greek letters. The words 'Sky' and 'Tponya' seem 
to be written on the very small ledge on the side of the building that the Evil 
King is facing as the fight begins, and behind him 'Ask' 'Etine'. 

The Evil King has a large blue cape with gold trim around it's edges, where it 
covers a necklaces hangs down with a large red jewel over his chest, this seems 
to be where he is vulnerable, he doesn't have any feet and floats above the 
ground, and he has two hands that come out from his capes sleeves. His face has 
two large lower canine teeth pointy ears, yellow eyes, green eyebrows, and 
hair, two large horns on his head. On the cover illustration his face looks 
more like a bats then it does in the games. When he first attacks he will shoot 
a fire ball from his left hand and then one from his right, then try to run you 
over. After he stops he will then shoot out a lot of little white particles 
towards you, from his left and then right hand, and then four large snow flakes 
that travel at waist height only. He will then move forward slightly and create 
a flame thrower type breath trail that he'll turn in your direction. He will 
then repeat his first attack with the fire balls, and continue repeating them 
until you get him halfway defeated. If you shoot at him between the time he 
shoots his two fire balls and the time he stops trying to run you over he will 
create a shield around himself, open a hole below himself and disappear into 
it. The hole will appear a few seconds later somewhere near or below you and he 
will come out of it. The best way to avoid this is not to shoot at him when he 
tries to run you over by simply to jump onto his head and this will cause him 
to circle around and he'll stop before he can run you over and will start his 
cycle of attacks again Run away as soon as you've bounced off his head run away 
and to the left to get as much distance from him as possible before he stops 
and shoots his first series of white particles. When the many white particles 
come out of his hand go in the opposite direction to avoid them. Jump and shoot 
him between his attacks with the white particles, and the snow flakes. Run to 
the left as he uses the flamethrower breath, so you'll be able to avoid the 
first fire ball he throws, when he has thrown the first one wait until it 
disappears and then change direction running to the right and towards him, as 
the second fire ball come, this way you'll be as close to him as possible to 
jump onto his head as he tries to run you over. 

(Shadowed) Evil King: 
Hahaha... 

Nobita: 
Th..This is the Evil King? 

Korona: 
That's right! 

Suneo: 
Frightening  face... 

Jaian: 
So far this fellow, seems to be the cause of this predicament. 

Shizuka: 
Such misery he was the cause? 

Doraemon: 



This guy ruined things for his own desires, from here he continually persists!! 

Korona: 
Ruining all but a little! Everyone, let's do our best!! 

Evil King:
Whahaha. Foolish people. Unconcerning, is my selfish abusing... Evil, it is 
here I'm please of that. Your bravery is useless... at least, comforting to 
know it'll be destroyed. I accept this gratefully for that reason! Gahahahah... 
<Laughter>. 

<Half Way through Fight.> 

Korona: 
Rather effective we have been! Just a little more! Everyone, keep trying!! 

Evil King:
Muamuamua... <deep laughter> As you expected of my helpers, their defeat you 
went there for. However... I'm serious having to only keep with it, at once 
better then this I will do! Gahahahah... 

After he rests for a bit and gives you the half way message, the Evil King's 
attacks will change slightly. He will shoot a fire ball from his left hand and 
then one from his right. Blue lightning with then fall down onto the location 
you where a second or so before if you keep moving, he will use this twice, 
then he will toss out one large fire ball from both of his hands. He then 
shoots the little white particles from his left and right hands, then shoots 
two laser type beams from each hand. He then tries to run you over or at least 
get as close to you as he can before sending down a lightning bolt that makes a 
circle around him. He then uses his flamethrower breath, and then opens green 
holes below you that shoot little bubble like things up at you. His attacks 
with then begin again with the fireballs from each hand. The only time you have 
to worry about not shooting him is just after he shoots his two laser beams and 
before he uses his circular lightning bolts, avoid shooting at this time so he 
doesn't disappear, don't jump on his head this time, just run away. Keep moving 
to avoid the the blue lightning, the green holes and all his other attacks, 
shoot when you have a chance as he changes hands from shooting from his left or 
right, and after the green holes have appeared. 

<After beating Evil King.> 

As you hit him for the last time he will lean backward with his mouth open and 
freeze that way, lightning will come down and hit him, then he will appear 
standing as normal and begin to appear transparent. 

Evil King:
Foooool...!! 

Korona: 
Now! FairySpirit Stones! With your brightness come, this evil remove it's 
power, to the dark side seal it away!! 



The three FairySpirit Stones appear beside him and beams of light shine down on 
them and out from the stones light bolts encircle the Evil King and a bubble 
appears around him. 

Evil King:
Mmm Grrrr... <Angry sounds> You and them, you and them could not... However, 
this being the end that doesn't mean! I at many times can be restored!! With 
my, chance immediately I'll come back... All of you, humans I'll come for 
endlessly!! Gahahahah... 

He disappears for a moment reappears and then disappears again as the bubble 
and the lights around the stones also disappears. The camera pulls back showing 
the three Spirit Stones still in palace empty except for them and your 
character.

<Fade to white.> 

<Now in the same palace with a red carpet and thrown behind him the king faces 
the five children with the fairy like Korona floating beside him.> 

Sky King: 
It's true!

Korona: 
Faaw... <expression of exostion> at last, to original form you've returned. 
Everyone, Thank You. Because of you, the fairies where able to be protected. 

<Korona as a fairy moves up and out of screen when a white cload appears and 
from the bottom of the screen the Korona in human form comes up, as sort of a 
magician's spell being broken.> 

Nobita: 
No harm there was, did it just by request. 

Shizuka: 
Oh, that Nobita, dear of dear! 

Suneo: 
This fellow alone, could not bring Evil King to defeat! 

Jaian: 
That's Right! Without me there'd be no change at this time... 

Doraemon: 
Oh oh... Everyone, to help joined together to come up empty was not possible. 

Sky King: 
That is right. One by one it would not have been possible, it relied on the 



group to do, that is, with this difficult situation you where helpful. Evil 
King was though was not defeated... 

Korona: 
I to, though it was not done, will join this great group! 

Sky King: 
Resist! This moment your caught up in! 

Korona: 
Ehehe.. <giggling> 

Sky King: 
Evil King's seal because of it, peace of mind is possible. 
The FairySpirit Stones, olden limits of brightness they don't have. That's 
when, Evil King's restoration will be tried again. Then not prepared we might 
be. 

Korona: 
All of us, after the FairySpirit Stones, will watch over. However, that alone 
is useless. The FairySpirit stones took him away to the other side their 
powerful hold is not needed. 

Nobita: 
Eh?? How is that? 

Korona: 
Even before it was said that, this world and, the human's world, were powerful, 
they're effect together would do. 

Sky King: 
Well well, powerful was the original ways, yet don't want to see, the ground 
destroyed, come home, the FairySpirits power, ...after all, is the very nature 
of the fairies. However... long times past among humans we stood, for them our 
gratefulness will not be forgotten, our sky life is still messed up. As for 
myself, to where they live it is not possible to go..... 

Nobita: 
In that case, us humans from the fairies... 

Shizuka: 
Completely, we are against Evil King's return help we did. 

Doraemon: 
Oh, that is true!! Evil King's last words... 

<Shadowed> Evil King: 
With my, chance immediately I'll come back... All of you, humans I'll  come for 
endlessly!! 

Doraemon: 
As for that, we know now it is only a rest... 

Red King: 
If, once more Evil King is revived then finished, again, the FairySpirit Stones 
will be revive also then perhaps... completely destroy him... 

Jaian: 
Such a thing, can certainly be tried! 



Suneo: 
However, for us what now can we do? 

Korona: 
It was discovered. The sky life is beautiful and needs protection. I've come to 
love, where I was brought up. To leave this place means going back and forth, 
together we will continue to exist. And so, for me to make a stand it's my 
nature to be apart of this I feel. ...Together our time has ended that is 
understand. On the other side to stand it is possible to send you. 

Nobita: 
Yeah. Even for me, some how it can be understood without crying. What you 
said... certainly, won't be forgotten! 

Doraemon: 
Now, Everyone. Eventually, the human world we'll have return to... 

Shizuka: 
For me, Korona this... all my life it won't be forgotten. 

Korona: 
Me too! I also.. won't forget. 

Suneo: 
That's right. We will always be friends. I most of all won't forget. 

Jaian: 
With the caring of a friend. To me of all thing this won't be forgotten. 

Korona: 
Uhaha. <laughing> Of course. Everyone separately and together won't be 
forgotten. However... To your greatly important friends! 

Nobita: 
Again... we'll meet! 

Korona: 
Fairy stories in that way, sometimes, have a connection with things that have 
happened. Yet, of nearly all humans to you our appearance was seen. If, when on 
the other side I'll sympathize with your feelings, as long as the dreaming 
heart doesn't forgot, certainly, certainly, this will be encountered! 

Nobita: 
Yeah! It won't be forgotten... Absolutely! 

You must watch the entire ending only when you see the Epoch logo will Korona 
be unlocked and saved as a playable character. 

<Fade to Black then back to the starting messages as if the game has just been 
turned on, Epoch logo and then title screen.> 

<And last but not least the Simplest Ending of the game to get, by simply 
getting hit alot by enemies or falling off enough cliffs until your lives are 
over.> 



Game Over 

<On the Game Over Screen the charecter you used last will be sitting off to the 
right of the screen.> 

Doraemon 
With with plus signs in his eyes and a squiggle for a mouth. 

Nobita 
With his head lowered looking at his feet. 

Shizuka 
With her eyes closed, knees on the ground and her feet behind her, head looking 
down, and her hands under each eye as if she's crying. 

Suneo
With his head lowered looking at his feet. 

Jaian: 
With with a plus and minus sign in his eyes, and a squiggle for a mouth. 

Korona: 
With her eyes closed she sits on the ground, her arms at her side, and her feet 
in front of her. 
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